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Annotation 

 

Actuality of the topic is stipulated by modern dialogue of alternative cultural 

worlds in Kazakhstan (traditional art and artistic aims of modern artists), which is 

implemented firstly within significant and symbolical system, expressing in 

concentrated form spiritual semantic signs of the Earth and the Folk.  

Object of the research. Art of modern Kazakhstan as a represent of mental 

settings of autochthons of the Great Steppe in continuous interrelation of tradition 

and contemporaneity. Artistic type of significant and form-shaping  element of 

traditional and modern art of Kazakhstan. 

Subject of the research. Signs and symbols of Kazakh national culture as 

heuristic potential for formation of modern art of Kazakhstan. Genesis and semantics 

of signs and their classification in traditional and modern Kazakh culture.  

Aim of the given research is detection of specifics of signs and symbols of art 

as spiritual basis of culture in traditional and modern art of Kazakhstan under 

consideration of ethnic presentations about symbols of culture, as well as forms of 

their demonstration in structure of modern art of Kazakhstan. 

Scientific novelty of the research 

 Uncovered spiritual basics of significant-symbolical system of traditional 

culture and art of Kazakh folk in context of tengrianity as an open worldview.  

 Proposed complex description of the main types of significant-

symbolical system of Kazakh traditional culture and art; 

 Detected succession of Kazakh traditional heritage with artistic-creative 

practice of modern Kazakh masters on level of imaginary world and significant-

symbolical fulfillment.  

 Fine type of signs and symbols in context of native culture and art on 

diachronic and synchronic levels are systemized; 

 Renaissance of traditional worldview in modern visual art of Kazakhstan 

is justified. 
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As a result of the researched material we can conclude: 

Creation and development of traditional art occurred within mythological and 

religious cultures, acquisition of the world in context of traditional culture was 

implemented by means of signs and symbols. 

We detected semantics of such geometrical signs-figures as circle, square 

(rectangular), triangular, cross, curved lines and dot. 

Signed-symbolical system, formed in traditional culture, presupposed 

peculiarities of development of Kazakh fine art in post-soviet period. 

Tengrian picture of the world widely presented as in fine art and plastic art of 

Kazakhstan, as in other types of visual arts (e.g. contemporary art). 

Reconstruction of mechanism of translation of culturally-important information 

occurs in art of Kazakhstani artists not in clearly citation view, but by symbolical 

replay.  

Visual arts of Kazakhstan today, being synthesis of two cultures – global and 

national, are interesting for the world by their national compound.  

Symbols of traditional culture, which usually on the level of conscious are 

retranslated by modern artists, express their attitude towards archetypical basis of 

being.  
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Аннотация 

 

Актуальность темы обуславливается современным диалогом 

альтернативных культурных миров Казахстана (традиционного искусства и 

художественных устремлений современных мастеров), который 

осуществляется, прежде всего, на уровне знаково-символической системы, 

выражающей в концентрированном виде духовные смыслообразы Земли и 

Народа.  

Объект исследования: искусство современного Казахстана как 

представитель ментальных установок автохтонов Великой Степи в 

преемственной взаимосвязи традиции и современности. Изобразительный тип 

знаково-символической системы как содержательно-формообразующая 

составляющая традиционного и современного искусства Казахстана.   

Предмет исследования: знаки и символы казахской традиционной 

культуры как эвристический потенциал для формирования современного 

искусства Казахстана. Генезис и семантика знаков в их классификации в 

традиционной и современной казахской культуре. 

Цель исследования: выявление специфики знаков и символов 

изобразительного типа как духовного основания культуры в традиционном и 

современном искусстве Казахстана при рассмотрении этнических 

представлений о символах культуры, а также формы их проявления в структуре 

современного искусства Казахстана. 

Научная новизна исследования 

 Раскрыты духовные основания знаково-символической системы 

традиционной культуры и искусства казахского народа в контексте 

тенгрианства как открытого мировоззрения;  

 Предложено комплексное описание основных видов знаково-

символической системы казахской традиционной культуры и искусства; 
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 Выявлена преемственность казахского традиционного наследия с 

художественно-творческой практикой современных казахстанских мастеров на 

уровне образного мира и знаково-символического наполнения.  

 Систематизирован изобразительный тип знаков и символов в 

контексте отечественной культуры и искусства на диахронном и синхронном 

уровнях.  

 Обосновано возрождение традиционного мировидения в 

современном визуальном искусстве Казахстана. 

На основании проведенного исследования были сделаны выводы: 

Создание и развитие традиционного искусства возникло в пределах 

мифологической и религиозной культур, восприятие мира в контексте 

традиционной культуры было внедрено средствами знаков и символов. 

Мы выделили семантику таких геометрических знаков фигур как круг, 

треугольник, квадрат, крест, ромб, прямоугольник, точка, прямые и изогнутые 

линии. 

Знаково-символическая система, сформированная в традиционной 

культуре, предполагает наличие особенностей развития казахского 

изобразительного искусства в постсоветский период.  

Тенгрианская картина мира широко представленная как в 

изобразительном искусстве, так и в пластическом искусстве Казахстана, и в 

других видах визуального искусства (например, контемпорари арт).  

Реконструкция механизма перевода культурно значимой информации 

происходит в искусстве казахстанских художников не в буквальном, а в 

символическом виде.  

Визуальные искусства Казахстана сегодня, будучи синтезом двух культур 

глобальной и национальной, интересны для мира своей национальной 

составляющей.  

Символы традиционной культуры, которые обычно на подсознательном 

уровне ретранслируются современными художниками, выражают свое 

отношение к архетипичным основам бытия.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Actuality of topic of the research. In modern artistic culture of Kazakhstan 

tradition and contemporaneity intertwine in an interesting manner. There also 

interconnection of different cultural and historic epochs, artistic directions and styles 

can be seen. One of tasks of native artists is to create ability to leave their own 

peculiar artistic track in modern artistic practice. 

Actuality of the topic is stipulated by modern dialogue of alternative cultural 

worlds in Kazakhstan (traditional art and artistic aims of modern artists), which is 

implemented firstly within significant and symbolical system, expressing in 

concentrated form spiritual semantic signs of the Earth and the Folk. Accumulation of 

the signs and symbols, from one sign, represents spontaneous process, occurring on 

non-conscious deep archetypical level of “collective unconscious” (C. Jung). From 

another sign, the given irrational-intuitive performed intellectual and emotional 

activity of artists presupposes scientific comprehension, analysis and generalization 

in modern socio-humanitarian knowledge. Thus historical and art critical 

interpretation of signs and symbols in dia-syncronized foreshortening are aimed at 

cooperate for comprehension of intensification of those “eternal” constants, which 

used to play role of source (and still do, despite all global and ecological cataclysms) 

for culture and art of Kazakhstan. 

In modern Kazakhstani visual art ethnosignificant, “tengrian” elements of 

rituals, elements of power of nature, local wide-spread spaces of the steppe, carpets 

for prayers, musical instruments and other attributes of baksy become materials for 

art of Kazakhstani artists. Important moment in their work is recreation of mechanism 

of translation of culturally significant information, not in “pure” nature, but by 

symbolical replay in artistic and plastic types of art, cinematograph, contemporary 

art, as means and ways of visualization and actualization of traditional ethnocultural 

codes.  

Object of the research. Art of modern Kazakhstan as a represent of mental 

settings of autochthons of the Great Steppe in continuous interrelation of tradition 
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and contemporaneity. Artistic type of significant and form-shaping  element of 

traditional and modern art of Kazakhstan. 

Subject of the research. Signs and symbols of Kazakh national culture as 

heuristic potential for formation of modern art of Kazakhstan. Genesis and semantics 

of signs and their classification in traditional and modern Kazakh culture.  

Aim of the given research is detection of specifics of signs and symbols of art 

as spiritual basis of culture in traditional and modern art of Kazakhstan under 

consideration of ethnic presentations about symbols of culture, as well as forms of 

their demonstration in structure of modern art of Kazakhstan. 

On the assumption of the stated aim the following tasks of the research can be 

defined: 

- to present characteristics of Kazakh traditional art in context of topic of 

the research (significant and symbolical system of fine art); 

- to conduct historical-art critical analysis of signs and symbols of fine art 

in tengrian image of the world; 

- to conduct historical-art critical analysis of ornamental art; 

- to detect semantics of signs and symbols in context of visual arts of 

Kazakhstan; 

- to conduct art critical analysis of creative work of modern artists of 

Kazakhstan from position of renaissance of traditional worldview through the system 

of tengrian images.  

Degree of scrutiny. Literature, worked through in context of topic of the 

research, can be grouped in the following way: 1) works on semiotics of art; 2) work 

on theory, history and philosophy of art; 3) researches, dedicated to theory and 

history of native culture and art. 

Nature of sign and symbol possesses multileveled character, researched by 

different sciences. Art critical level of scrutiny of the researched problem gave 

opportunity to trace evolution of sign and symbol and imagine them as dynamically 

developing system in works of P.P. Muratov, V.N. Lazarev, B.P. Vipper and others. 
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Culturology also collected vast experience in determination of definition of 

“sign” and “symbol”, which started acquiring interest in humanitarian sciences, 

starting from the 20-ies of the XX century. Studies about signs and language 

occurred: C. Pierce, C. Morris; different theories of symbolism: A. Belyi, E. Kassirer. 

A. Bakhtin, V.V. Ivanov, N. Toporov and others dealt with the problem of sign, 

symbol and their meaning in culture.  

In ethnology semiothical analysis was conducted by S.A. Tokarev, M.S. 

Usmanova, E.L. Lvova and others. 

Sign and symbol as culturological category was considered by Y.M. Lotman, 

elaborated theoretical definitions: “text”, “model of culture”, “structure of model”, 

“symbol”, “significant system”, as well as A.F. Losev, A.M. Sagalaev, M.K. Petrov. 

In their works on semiotics A.F. Losev critically considered different theories of sign 

and symbol. 

Specifics of topic of the research required also attraction of the works of C.G. 

Jung, B.A. Rybakov, T.V. Ilina, A.N. Anisimova, L.N. Gumilev, N. Akhmedova and 

other researches, dedicated to questions of theory, history and philosophy of art. 

Due to the fact that subject of the research in dissertation are such different in 

time strata as traditional and modern art of Kazakhstan, works of native scientists of 

adjacent areas of science were also attracted. Researches of T.S. Dosanov, K.S. 

Nurlanova, A. Ordabayeva, N.G. Ayupova, B. Utesheva, A.G. Medoeva and other 

authors let comprehend occurring changes in art and culture of Kazakhstan. 

In native science problems of semiotics were subject of research in works of 

S.N. Akataeva, S.E. Azhigali, A.A. Galieva and others. Authors conduct analysis of 

worldview opinions of Kazakh folk and research different aspects of semantic load of 

the very different traditions, rituals, poetic sagas and legends.  

In dissertation also materials of the following collective monographs were 

used: “Nomads. Esthetics: comprehension of the world by traditional Kazakh art”, 

“Self-identity: futurological prognoses. Catalogue of the first annual exhibition of 

Siberian Centre of Modern Art”, “About actuality in an actual way” and also articles 

about signs and symbols from dictionaries and encyclopedias.  
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Methodological basis of the research comprises complex interdisciplinary 

approach. In the work art critical, ethnographical, culturological, and philosophical 

works of native and foreign scientists on the researched topic were used. Holistic 

research of significant-symbolical system in Kazakh traditional and modern art 

presupposes consideration of the given issue also from the point of semiotics. Thus 

the given direction of the work presupposes collection of the following concrete 

scientific methods: 

1. Comparative-benchmarking analysis of signs and symbols of traditional 

and modern art. 

2. Structural-semiotic analysis of signs and symbols included into 

traditional image of the world and afterwards implemented in art of modern artists of 

Kazakhstan, starting from the 1980-ies.  

3. Typological method in research of development of modern actual art in 

Kazakhstan. 

Descriptions and images in historical (archeological and ethnographical), art 

critical and culturological sources also acted as materials for analysis. 

Scientific novelty of the research. On basis of generalization of historical-

theoretical (ethnographical, art critical, culturological, philological and cultural-

philosophical) researches of semiosis of art in dissertation: 

1. Uncovered spiritual basics of significant-symbolical system of traditional 

culture and art of Kazakh folk in context of tengrianity as an open worldview.  

2. Proposed complex description of the main types of significant-

symbolical system of Kazakh traditional culture and art; 

3. Detected succession of Kazakh traditional heritage with artistic-creative 

practice of modern Kazakh masters on level of imaginary world and significant-

symbolical fulfillment.  

4. Fine type of signs and symbols in context of native culture and art on 

diachronic and synchronic levels are systemized; 

5. Renaissance of traditional worldview in modern visual art of Kazakhstan 

is justified. 
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Scientific novelty of the research is linked with historical-art critical analysis of 

symbolizing, ethnosignificant functions of culture on basis of reconstruction of 

significant-symbolical system of fine type, which was used for interpretation of 

different types of modern art of Kazakhstan (contemporary art). 

Scientific-theoretical and practical significance. The obtained results could 

be used in higher institutions for creation of new and correction of already gathered 

study and typological programs on disciplines “Theory and history of art”, “History 

of art of Kazakhstan”, “Fine art of Kazakhstan”, and “Visual arts of Kazakhstan”. 

Materials of the dissertation could comprise interest for pedagogues and 

students of secondary and higher institutions and could be used in study-theoretical 

courses on fine art of Kazakhstan, as well as in course books and methodical books. 
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CHAPTER 1. SIGNS AND SYMBOLS AS A CRITICAL ART ISSUE. 

 

According to commonly accepted definitions, sign is a universal concept of 

human society, realized as notional reflection of a thing, its functional meaning in 

symbolical context. According to J. Tresidder, sign possesses practical and 

unambiguous meaning: “do not smoke”, “danger”, “enter is here” [1, p.5]. 

Signedness is an integral part of symbolical, verbal, artistic, musical, fine and other 

forms of material and spiritual ethnical culture. In the given dissertation sign is 

defined as an idea, ordered image, implementing notional essence, semantics of 

traditional Kazakh culture (ornament, craft and contemporary art). 

The definition of a “sign” contents many interpretations. Thus in Big Soviet 

Encyclopedia (1945) in an article of A. Volkov “Symbolism” is given a following 

definition among symbolists: “…real earth world in perception of symbolists is just a 

distorted reflection of surreal a mystical world. That is why the task of art according 

to point of view of symbolists is to understand, realize and sense surreal and mystical 

world” [2, p. 129]. 

In the second volume of the Big Soviet Encyclopedia (1956) the following 

definition of “symbol” is given: “Symbol…-nominal designation of any happening or 

definition. In philosophy – a term, which is often used by subjective idealists, stating 

that human perceptions represent not copies of real objects, but nominal arbitrary 

signs and hieroglyphs. Philosophical materialism denies those statements of 

agnostics, considering that human knowledge, checking by social-historical practice; 

give not nominally-symbolical, but true reflection of objective reality.” 

 

1.1. Sign and symbol as an internal sense of an image. 

 

In art symbol always possessed (and still does) extremely importance. This fact 

is linked with the nature of an image, main category of art. S.S. Averintsev in article 

“Symbol” (“Shortened literature encyclopedia”, 1971) noticed that symbol is “an 

image taken in aspect of their signedness, and…it is a sign endowed by all organics 
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of a myth and inexhaustible polysemy of an image. Any symbol is an image (and any 

image is a symbol to a certain extend); but if a category of an image presupposes 

objective sameness, a category of a symbol accents on another part of the same 

essence – on going beyond, on presence of a meaning, intimately fused with an 

image, but not the same. Objective image and deep meaning form a structure of 

symbol like two poles, non-sense one without another (as meaning beyond the image 

loses their presence and the image without meaning disperses into components). 

Transforming into symbol, image becomes “transparent”; meaning “shines through” 

it, being as a meaningful depth or essential perspective, demanding difficult 

“entering” into it” [3, column 826-831]. 

Comparing given above definitions it becomes clear that diapason of meanings 

of definition of “symbol” from simple substitution of an object or its action as sign-

symbol to designation by specially elaborated symbolic of complicated pictures of 

religious-mystical and philosophical nature. Identification in a row of definitions of 

symbol and sign is an important aspect of comparison of stated definitions of a 

symbol.  

There is a certain set of cultural-valuable information in every society. In 

consciousness of every human sentimental image – iconic sign of culturally valuable 

information – occurs (according to terminology of C. Pierce). As more important 

information is, as on higher levels it is coded and duplicated. This information is set 

in rituals, customs, rites, taboo, norms and rules. Semantic expressions may possess 

different demonstrations. This image is coded like sign or is symbolized like “norm 

of behavior”, certain demonstration, i.e. is fixed in rituals and rites. Members of 

collective notice this sign-signal during a ritual. I.e. in the ritual through 

demonstration of a symbol, content coded in symbols is actualizing. Signal recalls in 

conscious of a collective or separate members coded image. This happens in the 

cases, when certain set of symbols understandable to the given collective already 

exists. Individual correlates this image and correlating to it forms certain strategy of 

behavior.  
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Image 1. Charles Sanders Pierce 

Emergence of many symbols is rooted in ancient time, in archaic cultures, 

organic element of which they used to be. Symbol may be considered as a language, 

come down to us from time, when conceptual definitions were not elaborated yet. 

However, emergence of conceptual language does not eliminate symbol, does not 

deprive its significance of existence, because their role is different. Symbol followed 

the same way of development, as though did, acquiring the same aim; in certain 

correlation symbol outdid thought, expressing the part of spiritual life, which intellect 

cannot transmit. 

Symbol may be a text, an image, acquiring special meaning beyond the 

everyday one, thus the lead us to the areas, lying beyond levels of dry sanity. Thus, 

numerous happenings, which are beyond the borders of human understanding, are 

formed in a certain symbolical terminology, codes, understandings, which we try to 

define and fully percept. This is the main reason, why all existing religions, art and 

traditions use symbolical images. 

Psychoanalysis did some kind of modern “rehabilitation”. According to 

conception of C. Jung, symbols possess natural and spontaneous origin: human being 
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continuously performs them in some conditions of their life, and especially in their 

dreams. It is impossible to create a symbol for reason; it will be only a sign, a product 

of conscious thought, but not the symbol itself, always giving a hint on something 

unknown. Sacral religious symbols are especially collective presentations in their 

nature and origin, emerging from ancient creative fantasy: they are spontaneous 

presentations, and not deliberate inventions. Unlike personal unconscious “collective 

unconscious” of C. Jung is a result of life of a genus, inherent to all human beings, 

transmitting from generation to generation, and being a basis, on which individual 

psychic occurs. 

 

Image 2. Carl Gustav Jung 

Archetypical images, being a source of mythology, religion and art, always 

accompany a human. In its frames grinding of “natural” symbols, presented by 

variety of the main archetypical images, transformed into “cultural”. Exactly they, 

even more beautiful in shape and common in content, were used for expression of 

“eternal truths” in religion. Mythology was primary way for processing of 
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archetypical images. Human being from primitive society experienced gap from 

mother-nature, from animal unconsciousness as “secession”: harmony is restored 

with the help of magic, rituals and symbols. With developing of conscious, gap 

between it and unconscious becomes deeper, internal tension grows: adaptation to 

images of unconscious is undertaken by even more difficult religious studies, abstract 

dogmata and symbols. “Nevertheless such cultural symbols preserve in them much 

from primary sacral beginning”, underlines C. Jung [4]. Cultural symbols are 

important constituents of our mental system and they are at the same time life power 

in creation of human image. There, where they are suppressed or eliminated, their 

specific energy vanishes in unconscious with unpredictable consequences. 

God, nature and human being are three constituents of presentation of the 

world, reflecting, they create correspondence to each other. This unity between 

different parts is easily grasped by artistic intuition, but hardly may be expressed in 

language of rational definitions. Here symbols are uncovered as demonstrations of 

united life. Opening to the world, which human being felt related to, they set 

symbolical correlations of special and human worlds. This didn’t give sense of 

loneliness in space. Thus symbols play role of common denominator of eternal 

variety of things and happenings. In cooperation with each other symbols created 

signed system, where hierarchy of divine and natural worlds existed in an unchanged 

way, and a human being plays role of mediator between them. 

Syntaxes of signed system are being gradually rethought as a basis for 

harmony. Natural laws entered into number of notional meanings of signed forms. 

Development of various forms of storage and transmitting of information, in which 

social experience started to implement, transmitting to generations, changed 

substantial load, which was located in art forms. New forms of links between 

physical form and its meaning started to define, including its link with random ideas 

through image and text. Signed system can be considered as an act of 

communication. “Cultural” texts are translated by coded messages implemented in 

signs and symbols. Also participants of communications use general code, i.e. 

“language” of communication. One of criteria of accessory to ethnos is knowledge of 
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“language of messages” by a member of community. Mechanism of saving of the 

text, its intergenerational translation in aspect of correlation of a “text” and a 

“sign/symbol” is the most important condition for preserving of traditional 

worldview.  

Acquiring notional load, mythological symbols or signed forms perform 

communicative function in process of human activity and set the main tasks: form or 

sing must implement its internal content, and, secondly, transmit it to those, who it 

was primarily dedicated to. Into signed form it is implemented not only utilitarian-

practical information, linked with usage of the sign, but also socially orientated, in 

which accepted forms of behavior are fixed and certain ideal presentations are 

accepted. 

Every society preserves, changes and uses the sum of symbols, which they 

need. From the ancient times human being was accompanied by symbols, with the 

help of which he tried to make their ideas visible and noticed. With development of 

society need for one signed forms or symbol vanished, others were rethought and 

preserved due to the tradition [5, p. 10]. In that process society highlighted the most 

“important” and significant symbols, executed special control over their preservation, 

firstly, with the help of ritual actions and rites. This was a try in frames of traditional 

culture to regularize and realize meaning of human existence in mysterious Universe. 

Important meaning in preservation of signed system in culture and forms of art 

in community play social norms, which are set from regulation and regularizing of 

social interactions of individuals. Developing form, in which link between sign and 

content was implemented; it provides stability of signed system in culture. These 

forms are defined in situations, possessing meaning of life-importance owing to 

interaction and relation of human conscious and activity, constructing of reality and, 

as a result, functioning of society.  

Creation of signed system, its stability and steadiness in traditional culture is 

defined by the factor, that its structure is combined on the basis of social norms of 

behavior and traditional worldview. Process of emerging of signs in culture, 

demonstrated in forms of art at different stages of its development, is implemented 
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within frames of interactions, covering material-practical activity of people and 

change of the given activity, and social interactions between individuals. 

For the given research necessity to formulate a definition of a “symbol” in 

context of decoding topic is also important. Possibilities of analysis of symbols and 

signs, formulating traditional Kazakh culture, vastly enriched due to interaction of 

scientific apparatus from such adjacent with art disciplines, as philosophy of culture, 

culturology and philology. According to A.F. Losev, symbol is the generalized 

notional power of a subject, which, decomposing into endless row, is rethinking all 

eternity of separate subjects, meaning of which they perform.  

While formulating definition of a symbol of a subject as a principle of its 

construction or as its creating model, it is necessary to realize and those moments and 

definitions of a symbol, which was discussed above. 

Symbol of a subject is its reflection, however, it is not passive, not dead, but 

bringing power and fierce of reality. Thus once gotten reflection is processed by 

conscious, analyzed in thought, cleaned from all sudden and moved to reflection of 

not only sensitive surface of subjects, but also their internal regularity. In this sense 

one should understand that a symbol of a subject creates a subject. “Creates” in this 

case means “understands the same objective thing, but in its internal regularity, not in 

a chaos of random conglomerations”. This creation is only a penetration into deep 

and logical basis of the subjects, stated in sensitive reflection, but rather indefinitely 

and chaotically.  

A symbol of a subject is generalization. However this generalization is not 

dead, nor abstract, empty or fruitless, but it lets (even orders) return to generalized 

subjects, bringing into them notional regularity. In other words, the generalization, 

contented in a symbol, already contents symbolizing, even if it is endless. 

Symbol of a subject is a sign; however, it is not dead or motionless, but giving 

birth to multiple, or even endless, regular and individual structures, marked by it 

generally as abstract-given notional imagery.  

Symbol of a subject is its sign, having nothing in common with content of 

those units, which are indicated here. But those different and opposing one another 
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units are defined here b the common constructive principle, which transforms into 

separate wholeness, directed in a certain way [6]. 

Those emotions, identified by A.F. Losev, give description to general notional 

structure of a symbol. As they are common and notional, there is logical nature of the 

symbol. Many of these points also characterize neighboring categories, which usually 

literature and art deal with. This measured abstractness of measured characteristics of 

a symbolic structure should not seem strange or extra, as all cultural languages in an 

intensive way grasp this term and do not let it down; there are plenty of other 

structural-semantical categories in theory of literature and art though. However, when 

we start to think over that notional specifics of a symbol, precisely defining it from 

all other neighboring structures, we have to state in it only abstract principles, which 

mainly perform in other neighboring categories, but they also perform every time 

with different structural decoration. That is why incredible confusion of definitions 

exists in this area. Under this confusion there is a solid foundation, that a symbol 

really penetrates many art critical and literature critical principles, and that it is 

difficult to distinguish it for purposes of precise defining in area of analysis of those 

neighboring categories. 

In “Philosophical encyclopedia” A.F. Losev defines a “symbol” as a reflection 

or function of reality, significatively given as individual-common and sensitively-

notional law (or model) with possible decomposition of this given function into 

infinite row of members, from which every subject (due to its logical link with other 

members of a row and primary function) is equivalent as to any other member of a 

row and the function itself, as to an ambivalent by its nature  [7, p.10-11]. 

Thus, it is becoming obvious to transfer to consideration of a symbol in other, 

adjacent with art, areas, such as, for example, archeology, ethnography and history, 

so that general semantic and structural characteristics of a symbol became more 

concrete and got its legitimate place among other principles and categories of art. 

Wholeness of signed-symbolized form is a characterized feature of ancient art, 

preserving its attributive feature in traditional art. Ancient man adapted all 

neighboring natural materials (wood, clay, bones, horns, skins and fur of animals, 
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etc.), which were used in their life. Materials were given meaning and acquired 

character of signed-symbolical form. Clay may serve as an example, properties of 

which were deeply acquired and used in culture and art in a mastery way. Thus, 

typological unity of many different “Easts” [8, p.14], genetically ascending to an 

immanent unity of worldview and esthetical, functional-content and formal-structural 

aspects, can be viewed in traditional art saz (means “clay” from Turkic), which 

performs natural properties of clay on an ideal level. As a special emotional state of a 

human spirit, emergence of a human from clay was imprinted in history of culture of 

human in myths.  

 

Image 3. Pitchers and vases found in area of modern Almaty settlement 

Short excurse shows that traditional art is a holistic monolith, where spiritual 

possesses materialized form, and material (for example, musical instruments and 

ornaments) acquires higher spiritual content. The latest comprises itself a holistic 

event, holistic world-sensing and worldview, absorbed into it all the events of 

surrounding life. Significance of traditional culture and art is defined not only as a 

status of historical monument, but also that it is an inexhaustible source, supplying 

our modern reality. Example of wide usage of clay in modern Kazakhstani art will be 
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presented in the second chapter (e.g. wide scale special installation of Rustam Halfin 

– “Clay project”). 

Another natural material – stone – is cult object of “middle” world in three-

partial Universe of protokazakhs. “Sacral” meaning was acquired by a separately 

placed stone, as well as collected in a pile. Gravestones in bronze epoch were 

surrounded with stone pile, and had geometrical form: round, square or triangular. 

Separately placed stone had more concentrated power. In primary geometrical 

volume it served as totem, sacral symbol, or it served as an “orienteer” of parts of the 

world. Evolving to anthropomorphic stone balbal, it preserved cult, cosmogonic 

sense, being an “archetype” for multiple special-plastic and fine images of art. 

 

Image 4. Balbals 

A tree for a tenrgrian is a vivid object, and therefore is a symbol of life, life 

power. Touching it is a sacral ritual. These kinds of trees nourish with energy and 

protects from evil that is why it was prohibited to cut down trees and bushes in places 

of burying. They thought that gods of the location protected those parts of land. It 

creates central axes of the Universe in mythology, piercing according to cosmogonic 

conception “upper”, “middle” and “lower” worlds, connecting supernatural and 

natural happenings. A tree is a beginning in traditional image of the world. Through 

that image and its allomorphs all temporary-spacial continuum is being organized. 

Ancestral tree is often used in genealogical scheme (shezhire) of Kazakh genus and 

are pictured in works of modern artists.  
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Image 5.  Tengrian tree (cosmogonic conception) 

Thus traditional culture and art present possibility to observe evolution from 

natural existence to social one, as well as evolution of internal world of a human 

being. Observing nature and learning from it, using its materials a human being 

learned to develop in them different emotions. Being artistic-imaginary form of 

creation, art primarily was included into space of communication, containing signed-

imaginary form, performing wholeness in its natural existence. Possessing special, 

adequate only for itself, semantic content, imaginary-signed form possesses wide 

specter of meaning, reflecting the world in unity of sensitive, emotional and rational; 

conscious and unconscious; common, special and unique. Situation of 

communication in art in a natural way creates semiosis (“a process, where anything is 

functioning as a sign”) [9, p.39]. Possibility to tractate art as a semiotic wholeness is 

stipulated y the fact, that a sign is a holder of a “meaning”. “Every sign means 

anything” [10, p. 45]. Therefore an image and a sign are presented in space of human 

communication interrelated and even interchangeable. Image under certain 

sircumstances may perform functions of a sign; sign may “speak” about acquisition 

of an image, i.e. perform as “otherness” of an image. For informational processes, 

implemented by human conscious, sign is as organic, as an image, as in history of 

human conscious an image and a sign arise simultaneously [11, p.86]. Thus they let 

human conscious create a complicated imaginary-signed model of the world. 

Relatively a peculiarity of art is not what it creates its own special “artistic” signs, but 
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on the contrary that they involve into its sphere different languages of culture, 

withdrawing their semiotic means and elaborating their expressive possibilities [12, 

p.91]. 

1.2. Experience of cultural-historical reconstruction of sign and symbol 

as an art critical problem. 

 

In material monuments of ancient time – on buildings, headstones, material 

things, clothes, etc., on rocks and separate stones one can meet schematic pictures, 

often not being images of elements of human beings settlement, perceptible in 

domestic aspect, i.e. they do not picture and subjects or creatures. Such signs 

appeared in prehistorical time and existed in folk decorative art until the beginning of 

the XX
th

 century. Repeating during millennia, transferring from one folk to another, 

these graphemes show remarkable resilience in forms of their contours and in the fact 

of their existence. These images, which usually looked as ornamental décor, present 

symbols, possessing semantic meaning, ideograms, being prewritten way of fixation 

of some definitions and presentations.  

Part of researchers interprets ancient pictures in naïve and rational way. For 

example, image of horses proves (in their point of view) development of horse-

breeding, lamb horns – about small cattle, boats – about sailing and fishing, etc. 

Although interpretation of cult realia by elementary-practical definitions gives just 

illusive decision of the problem. 

For understanding of meaning of unknown signs it is not enough to rely on 

mass opinions. Therefore a researcher must not make conclusion from a fact of 

similarity of an object with abstract image with one or another object, which usually 

leads to its wrong interpretation. 

Subjectivity in interpretation of ancient images leads to skepticism in 

possibility to resolve its semantics. Nevertheless undertaken actions of researchers 

led to certain results and let continue work in the given area with optimism. 

Reconstruction of semantics in some signs is presented based on systematical 

suppositions, which may be interpreted as a foundation of theory of signs, that is: 
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1) possible classification features of signs – their typology; 

2) symbolical, signed meaning of colors in traditional Turkic culture; 

3) meaning of different imaginary symbols. 

As an example, illustrating areas of reconstruction of meanings of signs, 

analysis of Andronovo ornaments may serve, as a composition of ancient 

autochthonous culture, existed on the territory of modern Kazakhstan.  

According to several authoritative scientists “art of thinking in images” is a 

fundamental basis of creative thinking and actions [13]. Acquiring knowledge from 

“endless source of myths and symbols” (V. Bauer) creative personality acquires force 

and wish to realize and transform surrounding world. For comfortable work scientists 

try to join some signs into groups for a long time. There are several principles 

according to which signs are joined into groups. The first one is culturological. For 

example, V. Bauer, I. Dumots and S. Golovin highlight main groups of signs 

connected with creation and development of European culture. These are ancient 

symbols, symbols of Indian mythology, symbols and mythology of Ancient Greeks, 

symbols of Christianity, symbols of fairy tales, astrological symbols, and symbols of 

alchemy, symbols of tarot cards and symbols of everyday life [14]. As it is clear from 

list of group of symbols, they are all grouped in free order and reflect subjective 

opinion of authors of the classification, rather than logically stipulated scheme. 

Comparative-historical principle can be named the second principle of signs. 

Its essence is that similar graphic signs, belonging to different cultures and epochs, 

combine into groups and reconstruct their primary meaning. The brightest 

representatives of this direction in Russian sources are A. Golan [13] and O. 

Suleimenov [15]. 

The third principle of joining the signs arise to psychoanalysis of S. Freud and 

analytical psychology of C. Jung and reflects specifics of work of special areas of 

human psychic, particularly, as so called “collective unconscious” (term of C. Jung). 

The most famous example of this principle of joining of symbols is “symbols of 

repressed sexuality” of S. Freud and archetypes of C. Jung. There are also other 

classification systems, for example, mythological one. Supporters of the given 
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direction believe that in this case information is being transmitted of cosmological or 

religious sense, as it possesses the main meaning. Chains of signs are considered as 

peculiar texts. Representatives of the idea, presented above, are J. Frazer and V. 

Toporov [16, p.32]. 

For the aims of the given research the most productive principle is the second 

one – “comparative-historical”. Its basic statements lead to the idea, that ancient signs 

possess the following groups of meanings, i.e.: 1. Sketches of cult content; 2. Images 

of happenings, objects of nature; 3. Totem (animalistic world); 4. Signs of property; 

5. Grapheme; 6. Images of cosmic happenings and objects; 7. Color; 8. Space. During 

time their meaning was lost, and they transformed into signs. When primary 

meanings of these graphemes were lost, these images continued to be used as 

necessary, although ancient people didn’t quiet realized what the purpose of their use 

was. Serving as signals, inducing positive reflex of esthetic sense, they continued to 

be perceived and used as decoration.  

Detection of semantics of ancient symbols is possible anyway. Its detection 

helps to deep into the world of specifics of thinking of deep ancient time. Research of 

cult symbols, formed thousands of years ago, shows that people of that time, living 

under conditions of not comfortable surrounding and primitive devices, possessed 

comparatively developed worldview, although it was expressed in mythological form. 

Monuments of oral creativity of ancient time such as Bible, Veda or Legends of 

Gilgamesh, testify about this fact. 

Cult symbolic is rather steady element of culture. Customs, cloths and other 

forms of material culture change, but symbols are preserved during millennia, 

experiencing just a slight transformation, sometimes remaining without it at all. 

Under circumstances of vast steadiness of domestic way of life during time, 

preceding becoming of civilization, these motives were traditionally transmitted and 

carefully performed from generation to generation. Thus, as it is noticed by 

researcher of ornament S. Ivanov, “folk ornament represents rather steady element of 

artistic culture, preserved during many centuries and even millennia” [17, p.23]. Even 

under cult-ideological changes ancient symbols performed noticeable stability. Pagan 
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symbolic remained, for example, among Eastern Slavs and Dagestanians until the 

XIXth century, despite centuries of domination of Christian and Muslim religions.  

Steadiness of religious-ideological presentations and connected with them 

symbolic is quiet comparative. Diffusion of customs and ideas, “cultural invasions” 

and “cultural mixes” took place. Considering the fact that decorative and symbolical 

forms were influenced by cultural influences, primary features could be distinguished 

in research of ornament. 

Pictures of different folks in a natural way were similar, when visually 

perceived objects were pictured, while resemblance in abstract pictures requires 

another explanation. Elementary, simple graphic figures may be similar with no 

purpose; however, it could have been the truth in more complicated pictures.  

Difficulty of structure of many graphemes shows impossibility of their 

independent repeated emergence. Considered by O. Suleimenov sign of “circle with a 

dot in the center” may serve as an example. Transformation of graphemes of the 

given sign and its meaning are tightly linked with cult of the Sun among different 

ancient folks, considered by the author in wide temporary and geographical areal 

[15]. 

Existence and degree of prevalence of some ornamental motives in signs of 

decorative art of a folk may symbolize about their ancestors and ethnocultural links 

during epoch of their prehistory. In cult symbolic ancient layers of spiritual culture of 

the given ethnic group is imprinted. 

Symbolic of color possesses special meaning among Eastern cultures. You can 

see below meanings of separate colors and leading color mixtures in Turkic and 

Mongolian cultures. There are also considered in the text meanings of white, black, 

red, yellow, and blue colors, as well as mixtures of the colors in Eastern geosymbolic, 

astrology and calendar cycle.  

Even in archaic time color was interpreted as a symbol, giving a hint on what 

cannot be showed, i.e. an image of the God, higher cosmic forces or supernatural 

being, and it was usually based on certain associations: blue – sky, clear, harmony, 

honesty, dedication, air and water elements, gods; green- spring, awakening, hope, 
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fruitfulness, revelation, water, rain, grass, new life, wealth; yellow – the Sun, warmth, 

dignity, optimism, happiness, galore, gold, sunrise; red – fire, blood, energy, joy, 

youth, beginning of life, health, richness, power, summer, sacrifice, holiday; vinous 

and brown – ground, stone, poverty, clay, soil. Color gamma is deeply rooted in 

traditional consciousness, knowledge of which promotes true choice of adequate 

behavior strategy in everyday life, as well as during participation in ritual actions. 

From the very origin color symbolism is tightly connected with magic and 

religion. Color is viewed as an attribute of magical, sacral and divine forces. As it is 

shown in archeological, historical, ethnographic and culturological researches, 

mystical presentations of humans and color symbolic were tightly connected. 

Color is used in magic rituals of archaic people, in which they appealed to 

forces of good and life protected themselves from influence of evil spirits and gods. 

Color served as a mean of transmitting information or as a sign, distinguishing certain 

objects.  

According to B. Utesheva white color is sacral in traditional culture of 

Kazakhs, i.e. it is a symbol of clear, virginity, justice and high social status. Thus, 

ruling gene of chingizids was called “ak suek” – white bone – among Kazakhs. 

Among Turkic tribes big ideological role was played by milk and milk products, as so 

called “ak”. Milk (ak) was considered as a symbol of culture. Milk was as well used 

in martial rituals. Khans rode white horses, and were raised over the folk on the white 

felt mat. 

In Mongolian culture, according to H.L. Zhukovskaya, white color is sacral. It 

is main and the first one; in palette it is a “mother color”, it originates other colors. It 

represents happiness. 

According to B. Utesheva significant content of black color (“kara”) among 

Turkic tribes expressed different meanings. For example, expression “kara bukara” 

(black folk) was used not in derogatory sense, but with meaning “strong”, 

“numerous” folk. In Turkic language black color possesses several meanings: 1) 

black, raven; 2) dark, without light; 3) guilty; 4) mourning; 5) great, strong; 6) cattle, 

folk, soldiers; 7) bad. This range of meanings can be explained as a result of 
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contamination of different in meaning words, acquiring during historical 

development the same form, as a possible fact of commonality of semantics. 

Black color in palette of Mongolians, according to N.L. Zhukovskaya, 

performs as antipode of white, primarily, as a classification partner in binary 

opposition of white-black. All negative features of a person (evil, wicked, dark) are 

connected with black color. 

Red (“kyzyl”) presents opposite to black meaning. In Turkic language red color 

acquires several meanings: 1) red; 2) rosy (about a human); 3) color of horse. In color 

geosymbolic red color is a designation of South. 

Another, close to red lexeme “al”, famous in Turkic language as: 1) scarlet; 2) 

red; 3) bright red; 4) pink; 5) orange. Mongolian “al” A. Shcherbak considers as a 

borrowing from Turkic languages [18, p.26]. 

Adjective “sary” (yellow) can often be met in toponyms. It takes third place in 

frequency of use in Mountain Altai after “kara” and “ak” [19, p.193]. “Sary” is 

abstract. It is widely used with different meanings [19, p. 194]. Thus V. Radlov 

presented “yellow steppe” as “dried steppe”. In dictionary of L. Budagov “sary dala” 

is translated as “unbridled steppe”. About two thirds of Turkic toponyms are created 

by mixture of two or three words. Lexeme “sary” is presented in such compounds as 

Saryagash, Sarykamysh, Sarysu, Sarygal, Saryterek  [20, p. 195] etc. 

Yellow color symbolizes love and sympathy. Considering specifics of common 

for all Turkic tribes’ word “sary”, we may highlight several meanings: 1) pale, 

yellow; 2) clay; 3) reddish; 4) ginger. 

Among Turkic tribes blue color “kok” is a symbol of fidelity, plants and 

eternity. Turkic “kok” is a color of sky and grass, was associated with divine 

substance, as an ancestor of a gene. “Kok” also possesses several meanings: 1) sky; 

2) green, blue or deep blue; 3) grass; 4) grey (about color of horse); 5) God; 6) free 

[19, p.172]. Second meaning is “mourning”, i.e. cloths or dress of dark blue or blue 

color [19, p.173]. “Kok” is an eternal epithet of ancient Turkic God Tengri – Kok 

Tengri, i.e. Divine Tengri, which gave life and motivated creation of State of Turks 
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and its power. This powerful God Tengri survived until modern times and his name 

became a synonym of Allah among Turks-Muslims. 

Blue color among Mongols is considered as a symbol of fidelity, eternity and 

constant. It is associated with “Eternal Blue Sky”, divine substance. L.N. 

Zhukovskaya supposes that definitions “sky” and “blue” in Mongolian languages 

were determined by one word [18]. 

O. Shpengler pays attention that cultures, which he classified as transcendental, 

which symbol requires perception as a struggle and not as a perception of the given, 

find the same metaphysical propensity to space and to “blue” and “black” [21]. V. 

Terner writes that blue among Cherokee Indians symbolizes defeat, anxiety and the 

North [22]. 

Mixture of colors in Eastern geosymbolic, astrology and calendar cycle is 

firstly connected with interrelationship of parts of the world with a color. This fact 

presents in traditional culture of many folks: ancient Chinese people, folk of ancient 

India, American Indians, Persians, Turkic and Mongolian folks of the steppe region 

of Eurasia and others. However it is not equal for all the folks, but all five colors are 

used for it: black, red, white, blue/dark blue and green/yellow. For Turkic and 

Mongolian nomads of Europe the following interrelation of parts of the world with 

color was characterized: North – black color, South – red color, East – blue color, 

West – white color, the Centre – yellow color. 

Analyzing etymology of Kazakh toponyms in context of existence in them of 

traditional identifications of parts of the world, M. Sembi detects in them protection 

of mythological presentations about traditional building of the Universe [23, p.27]. 

Thus, terms of solar orientation among Turkic and Mongolian folks, according to M. 

Sembi, were not only a system of coordinates, but because of traditional worldview, 

were tightly connected with religious believes. “Wealth state, where the Sun is being 

born” lies on the East, “the land of the dead’” is placed “somewhere on the North or 

the West”. The way into this mythical lower world was in realias of the middle 

“human” world in “horizontal” layer. On the banks of the river, flowing to “the land 

of the dead”, sacrifices and ritual actions were performed, ritual buildings, dedicated 
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to the gods of the lower world, were built. Important compound of orientation of this 

form is correlation of parts of the world with definition of “right” and “left”, actively 

used in traditional way of life. 

Thus, in traditional solar system of special orientation of Kazakhs fixes 

character of interrelation of real world with world of spirits by correlation of vertical 

compound of traditional picture of the world with system of orientation according to 

parts of the world. Thus, mythical vertical is orientated in definitions of traditional 

solar orientation of nomads in Turkic or Mongolian traditions by the following way: 

upper part dedicates East-South, lower part – West-North [20, p.185]. 

.Buddhist geosymbolic of color is common for states of Buddhist world and 

maybe arises to geosymbolic of people of India I thousand BC: North – green, South 

– yellow, East – blue, West – red, the Centre – white (it is necessary to indicate the 

absence of black color in this system). 

In astrological system of different states and different religions of East the 

same colors begin to correlate with different extra properties and qualities of nature, 

human, its psychics and organs of sense, categories and ways of acquiring the 

knowledge of the world, objects and divisions of mythological image of the world. 

For example, in Tibetian astrology to five “primary elements” of the Universe and 

five correlated colors such not earth material, as “divine wisdom”, is added. Green 

color is correlated to it, and is used here as independent, and not as substitution of 

blue; water in this system correlates with white color, and air with black. 

Specter from those five colors is represented in 60-year calendar cycle. Every 

color correlates the certain element – Chinese nature philosophy: white correlates 

with metal, red – fire, yellow – ground, black – water, and blue (green) – wood. 

Within identification of a year in official documentation they usually used an 

element, rather than a color; while in folk colored identification of a year performed, 

preserved until modern times. Special features are attributed to animals of 12-year 

calendar cycle: grey mouse – wealth, green dragon – power, yellow tiger – bravery, 

grey-blue monkey – human creative fantasy, etc. 
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Among Mongolians all colors, possessing positive emotional and moral 

beginning, correlate to certain stones, and sometimes to metals, implementing the 

same properties: blue – turquoise and steel; red – ruby, coral, red copper; white – 

pearl, silver; yellow – amber, gold. 

Color may be used as a quality characteristic of an object or happening: white – 

sandal, moon, crystal; yellow – flower (possibly, lotus); red – fire; blue – clarity (as a 

property of space). Color and emotions are linked the following way: white – 

quietness; yellow – active state; red – focus; blue – anger, internal tension. Using 

color iconographical characteristic of personages of Buddhist pantheon are given: 

white – possessive fame, blue – richness, yellow – generously giving charity.  

Thus, from the material presented above it becomes clear that color symbolic is 

deeply rooted in traditional conscious. Knowledge of color thematic elaborates true 

choice of adequate behavioral strategy and everyday life, and participating in ritual 

actions. 

In modern life meaning of color symbolic may be represented by three groups. 

To the first one we include rudiments of traditional symbolic, for example, color of 

mourning cloths. To the second group we may include color designation of possible 

dangerous situations and extra attention in common. As examples of these, may serve 

color of road signs, work uniform of road workers and policemen, color of boarders 

during road works, etc. To the third group we include signed usage of color in visual 

art works. In this case artists used color symbolic in the widest range, as using 

traditional color symbolic, as using the newest theoretical elaborations.  

Signed-symbolic system is a compound at organization of space of a nomad. 

Space of the Universe, steppe, and dwelling – yurt are symbolical. Everyday life of 

Kazakhs were strictly ritualized and correlated with traditional cosmological 

presentations. Thus, in yurt there are concentrated the most famous cosmological 

models. Assembly and disassembly of yurt during nomadic actions symbolized start 

of Chaos and renaissance of harmony. Sphere of yurt is a smaller copy of sky sphere. 

The yurt itself represents archetype of the world mountain. Kerege (skeleton) means 

the earth circle. Through the hearth in center of a yurt a soul of dead man exits into 
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the world of spirits. During this action it goes through the ritual of purification. 

Bakan is a long pole, which holds shanyrak – motive of the earth pole (tree), which 

holds the sky. Uyks are compounds of the sky. Shanyrak is an upper world – mystical 

sky. Shanyrak also was a heirloom, sign of continuation of a gene. It was transmitted 

from generation to generation from a father to a son, symbolizing power and 

protection of spirits of ancestors [24, p.41; 25, p.20-22]. 

     

              Image 6. Yurt inside                               Image 7. Yurt outside 

A yurt and its compounds, interior and utensil found their reflection as in 

folklore, as in mythology of nomads. During traditional way of life yurt is a center of 

social culture. The main symbolical function of a yurt in that level was to provide 

health, wealth, fruitfulness and growth to its habitants. In folk culture yurt represents 

complicated worldview complex, modeling traditional special presentations about 

structure of the Universe. “Bosaga” is a part of yurt next to entrance, includes also 

aperture of an entrance and threshold. To the left from the entrance, between 

“bosaga” and tor is a place to sleep for elder members of a family. Opposite the 

entrance, in the center of a yurt there is a hearth, which played role of family, 

domestic and sacral center of a yurt. Almost all food at Kazakhs is cooked in “kazan” 

– cast iron boiler, which is placed on the “oshak” – steel tripod over the fire or in a pit 

– “zheroshak” – dug specially for it.  

From the beginning of human history using the most important signs-symbols 

human tried to order and realize meaning of human existence and unidentified 

Universe. Many fundamental ideas and their signs-symbols which correlate as in 

archaic societies, as in developed civilizations of different countries, including 
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Kazakhstan. Such signs-symbols, as a rule, include simple geometrical figures – 

circle, triangle, square, cross, rhombus, rectangular, straight and curved lines, which 

play role of universal sigs-symbols, meaning of which as obvious, as important for 

full understanding of ways of development of art and culture as a whole. Preserving 

its graphic and psychological power, those signs-symbols developed in a wide range 

of artistic areas of art – rock, fine art, musical, literature, theater, etc. According to 

form, images, imitating form of an object or a creature, with which they are linked 

these geometric signs-symbols could designate and other important and complicated 

on meaning symbols. 

 

Image 8. Geometrical signs-figures (left to right): circle, square, triangle, cross, 

curved line, point in the center. 

Circle possesses meaning of a solar sign – the Sun, the Moon or meaning of 

“infinite” steppe, which has o beginning or the end. Using the circle, its symbolical 

meaning and functions could be used for measuring time, space, astrology, 

astronomy, cyclical movements or changes of the seasons, as well as entering into the 

basis of ritual actions and customs (ainalayn – movement in a circle). 

A square (rectangular) and a cross are ancient signs of the Earth, parts of the 

world, possessing huge meaning in signed-symbolical system of Kazakhstan. Due to 

its “statics” a square opposes “dynamical” signs – a circle, a triangle, lines, thereby 

associating with “stability”, “immutability” and “sedentary”. Cross is a universal 

symbol of space, the Universe, and as well as a square it may correlate to four 

elements of world creation and elements (water, air, fire, ground), define parts of the 

world, and associate with “world life”. Cross is widespread geometrical symbol, 

possessing many modifications and formations, entered in different graphical and 

symbolical implementation into signed system of art of many countries and folks. 
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Another universal symbol – a triangle, is considered by many folks as a world 

mountain, symbol of elevation, wealth, and spirituality. Triangle form of a mountain 

and three its parts in symbolical image of the world of ancient people represent 

triform creation of the World, in which upper, middle and lower worlds “cooperate”. 

Mountain is a “thinking” natural object, object of veneration among tengrians. On the 

Mountain or next to foothills different cult and ritual actions, sacrifices took place. 

Tumars – protections, as a rule, was of a triangular form. Three digit is a magic, 

mysterious sign, symbol of harmony. Often, triangular is a divine sign, symbol of 

life, birth and fire.  

Curved lines are symbols of water, fruitfulness, clarity, and infinity. Water is a 

source of life, but it also dedicates transforming state – from life to death and vice 

versa. According to Turkic worldview in the “lower” underground world there are 

rivers, bottomless seas, lakes, where gods and spirits, the main of which is Erlik – 

god of death. Baksy in ritual actions and during treating procedures used “healing” 

properties of water. 

Point as a rule is perceived as one of initial definitions. This imaginary element 

can perform as a center of a form or concentrated in a certain center, with aim to 

attract or fix visual focus. Points can create certain composition, for example, a 

triangle form, reminding a dwelling, or a tumar (protection), circles, lines, etc. Points 

in rock images also possessed magical meaning – “promoted” increase of cattle. Point 

– in mystical presentations – center and source of life, symbol of initial creative 

energy, also lies in basis of all dimensions.  

Detection of semantic of ancient signs and symbols, semantic content of 

different graphemes promotes to enter into the world of specifics of thinking of 

ancient time. Signs-symbols were magical formulas, graphically fixed prayers, 

dedicated to higher forces. During time their meaning was rethought due to the fact of 

change of cult presentations. But they continued to be imaged, as these images were 

illuminated by tradition. 

Thus, cultural signs and symbols are important constituents of mentality. They 

perform as a certain common denominator of infinite number of things and 
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happenings. Correlating with each other, symbols created signed system, in which 

hierarchy of divine and natural worlds existed, and a human played role of a mediator 

between them. 

“Cultural” texts were translated by coded messages implemented in signs ad 

symbols; wherein participants of communication used a common code, “language” of 

connection. One of criteria of accessory to ethnic group is knowledge of “language of 

messages” by a member of collective. A mechanism of preserving the text, its 

intergenerational translation in aspect of correlation of a “text” and “sign/symbol” is 

an important condition of preserving traditional worldview. Carrying semantic load 

mythological symbols or signed forms perform communicative function in process of 

human activity and pose the main tasks: sign must implement its content, and 

secondly transmit it to those, who it was dedicated to initially. Society highlights 

culturally important symbols, preserves, changes its type and uses them in ritual 

actions and customs, and other lively important processes. Formation of signed 

system, its stability and balance in traditional culture determines the fact that its 

structure is shaped on basis of social norms of behavior and traditional worldview. 

Meaning of definition of “symbol” lies “within diapason” from simple 

replacement of a subject or action by sign-symbol until designation by means of 

specially elaborated system of definitions of the most difficult presentations of 

religious-mystical and philosophical character. An important aspect of comparison of 

definitions of a symbol is frequent identification of definitions of a symbol and a 

sign. 

Symbolic of color in Turkic culture possesses special meaning. Signs were 

colored designation. Colored symbolic is deeply rooted in traditional conscious. It is 

obvious, that meaning of colored symbolic motivates correct true choice of adequate 

behavior strategy and in everyday way of life and during participation in ritual 

actions. 

Cult symbolic is one of the most stable elements of culture. Customs, clothes 

and other forms of material culture change, but symbols are preserved during 

millennia, undergoing just slight transformation, sometimes even without changes. 
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Under conditions of big stability of everyday life during time before civilization 

stated, these motives were traditionally transmitted and carefully played from 

generation to generation. Even during cult-ideological changes ancient symbols 

showed remarkable stability. 

Thus, signs and symbols can be classified on: spacial, temporary and spacial-

temporary. 

Typologically signs and symbols in traditional culture are presented in the 

following: 

- Inscriptions of cult content – universal signs-symbols (circle, triangle, 

square, rhomb, cross, solar signs, etc.), images of gods, shamans, elements of 

shamanistic rituals, etc. 

- Images of happenings, objects of nature – mountain, sky, earth, 

lightening, tree, stone, clay, water, fire, etc. 

- Totem (animalistic world) – images of animals, parts of bodies of 

animals. 

- Images of property – tamga, print (koseu, balta, tumar), etc. 

- Graphemes – signs of runic writing. 

- Images of cosmic happenings and objects – solar signs; the Sun, the 

Moon, stars, etc. 

- Color – meaning of color. 

- Space – parts of the world, vertical-horizontal division of the space. 

- Kazakh ornament – kun, zhuldyz, bitpes, etc. 

 

1.3. Signs and symbols in traditional art of Kazakhs. 

 

In the given work wide time range is covered, dedicated to problems of sign 

and symbol in art of Kazakhstan – from ancient until modern times. Special attention 

is dedicated to analysis of the given signs and symbols in traditional and modern art 

of Kazakhstan from semiotic point of view that is why our task does not include 

considering them in strict historical sequence, but is based on theoretical, artistic-
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culturological aspect. Thus signs and symbols in the given work are interpreted in 

aspect of synthesis of different types of art, artistically cultural traditions, existed on 

the territory of Kazakhstan. However, in study of signs and symbols in traditional and 

modern art, linked with them worldview, scientific, aesthetic presentations and 

settings of media of cultures, we should consider stated artistic-cultural traditions on 

the territory of Kazakhstan. As an example we present main artistic-cultural traditions 

of Kazakhstan in chronological sequence on summarized materials of research of 

Kazakhstani of culturologist L.R. Zolotareva [26, p. 25-26]: 

1. Sayak culture (late Paleolithic XII-X thousand years BC); 

2. Culture of microlits (neolith VI-IV thousand years BC, eneolith – III 

thousand years BC); 

3. Tamgaly tradition: Andronovo culture (bronze epoch III-II thousand 

years BC); 

4. Begazy-Dandybayev culture: megalit tradition (late bronze XII-VIII 

centuries BC); 

5. Scythians-sak tradition: culture of early nomads (epoch of early iron 

VIII-I centuries BC); 

6. Old Turkic tradition: culture of late nomads (middle time VI-VIII 

centuries); 

7. Turkic-oguz-Qypchaq tradition: culture of late nomads (middle centuries 

IX-XII); 

8. Turkic-Arabic-Islamic tradition: synthetic tradition (middle centuries IX-

XIV); 

9. Aday tradition: Kazakh culture (new time XVIII-XIX centuries). 

Thus, Kazakh traditional art is based on artistic heritage of Andronovo period, 

art of early and late nomads, traditions of middle century period, new time. 

Worldview and perception of world of autochthones of the Great Steppe gained 

implementation in Tengrian image of the world, which is characterized by 

cooperation and indivisibility of cultural forms of signed content (dance, signing, and 

fine art). Initially borders between hypostasis of culture are not detected. Once found 
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it is performed in all morphogenesis of cultural happening. First detached cultural 

forms (myth, religion, culture) content more similarities, than differences. 

Constructive carcass in them creates unity of all, what in later historical time is stood 

apart into customs and rituals, word (poetry, literature) and art (types of art), 

philosophy, science, medicine, law, moral, etc. It is likely that initially they were not 

realized as clearly distinctive formations (myth from religion). These signed 

happenings of reality by language of artistic images tell about history of everyday life 

and culture of ancient people. Signedness in this case is a way of expression in art of 

an attitude to the world and surrounding things. 

Lively important for a human being processes of hunting, labor and emergence 

and development of crafts were accompanied by magic ritual actions. On the basis of 

the initial (sympathetic) magic ancient religious believes emerged – totemism, 

animism, shamanism, etc. Rituals and/or ritual practice, linked with these beliefs, as 

any other signed system (for example, language, art, music, dance, etc.) possesses its 

own construction. Complicated semantic structures, as a rule, possessing axiological 

meaning for society, fix on several layers and code by different ways, usually dubbed 

in several rituals. All significant life events gained their sense through assimilation of 

act of cosmogony and world creation. 

Image of the world of Kazakhs is syncretic, its wholeness lies in 

polifunctionality, and a real world and subjective reality are exposed to specific 

idealization, sacralized. “In presentations of nomads realias of surrounded world – 

plants, birds and animals – are all vested transcendental power, being a carrier of 

certain functions and features, possessed certain function, implementing in it a 

support and spirit, high believe in batyrs, speakers, wise men and poets” [27, p. 412]. 

Tengrianity is an ancient religion, existed until undertaken of Islam, Buddhism 

or Christianity. It was founded on cult of cosmic god Tengri. Tengri means Sky or 

god of Sky, which was the main god for Turks and Mongols of the Great Steppe. 

Etymology of the word Tengri is studied, but is still questioned. In modern historical, 

linguistic and other sources, it is highlighted that Tengri or Tengir was known among 

Shumers under the name of Dingir, and the root of the word (Ten) means Equal + (ir) 
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is a formant of the present and future tense, possessing in total meaning “being in the 

center” [28, p.18]. This equality highlights the greatest property of the Lord is his 

equal relationship to everyone and everything… The Sun, the Moon, stars, the Sky, 

water, air are gifted and available to everyone in an equal proportion [29, p.47]. 

Tengrian act of creation of the world in ancient Turkic mythology is pictured in 

famous inscription dedicated to Kul-tegin: “When the blue sky (tengri) was created 

above, brown ground below, human sons were created between them”. 

In tengrian picture of the world pantheon of gods of Nature was created, among 

which the greatest was the god of the Sky – Tengri. In presentations of Turks he is an 

installer of order of the world, protector, the axe of creation of the world. The highest 

goddess Umai – protector of home and children – relates to upper world of gods. In 

the middle world the main god is – Jer-Su (ground-water), protector of cattle and 

sources of water, protects Turks and observes changes of seasons. The host of the 

lower world is Erklig (Erlik), is opposed to higher world, a god of death. Except gods 

of upper, middle and lower world, land, water, forest, mountains and caves were 

inhabited by spirits, who was needed to propitiate with sacrifices. 

Accenting archetypical (deeply meaningful) basics for Kazakh tengrianity, it is 

necessary to pay attention firstly to authentic universal “kok”, synonym of definition 

“tanir”.  Strictly speaking, full name of Tengri is the god made of the light, being a 

father and a mother of human gene Kok Mangi Taniri (Infinite Blue Sky) [30, p.169]. 

For tengrianity triform organization of the Universe is charactered, in every 

part of which gods and spirits live [29, p.8]. Tengri, as the main god, is omnipresent. 

He exists everywhere: in the sky, in the air, in natural happenings and objects. He 

orders the Space, preserves Harmony, in which such binary oppositions take place: 

up-down, good-evil, male-female, life-dead, etc. All of this possesses soul: 

mountains, stones, river, ground, the Sun, the Moon, etc. In order not to put 

themselves into anger of gods and spirits, and to propitiate them, human beings made 

rituals, customs, sacrifices, respected “sacral” natural objects and happenings. It was 

also important to preserve and translate sacral knowledge from generation to 

generation. Thus, traditional tengrian presentations about gods and spirits, usual cult 
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practices, sacral terminology preserved until our times. Folklore, word-poetic, 

musical, decorative and applied arts were linked with ancient beliefs – tengrianity, 

totemism, shamanism, cult of ancestors and ritual-mystical rituality. And that 

spiritually and culturally important knowledge, preserving, represent ideological 

setting in creation of artworks, musical and literature pieces, etc. 

“Tengrianity is a religion, which did not possess written narration, its 

theological doctrine. Everything was based only on oral and visual basis” [29, p.9]. 

Important stage of organization of tengrianity was formation of institution of 

baksy (shamans). It appeared in epoch of bronze. In that period presentation about 

triform of space was created, which was formed from upper, middle and lower 

worlds. Type of shaman (servant of a cult, holder of a ritual tradition, and a healer at 

the same time) is being created in parallel. In tengrianity baksy were linking element 

between three parts of the world. Emergence of baksy (shaman) and their activity was 

stipulated by activation of processes of division of labor, development of cattle 

breeding, domesticating of wild animals, and invasion of new lands, etc. 

Complicated highly developed religion, emerged in epoch of early classed 

society, further in combination with Islam, came from Arabic countries, and defined 

the main role in available modern model of religious life in Kazakhstan. Division of 

the world into three parts is preserved even in modern world religions, developed on 

the basis of shamanism. Traditional art is out of time, it could be compared with art 

of baksy, shaman, activity of which were orientated on link of earthly life, world of 

current tie with world of spirits, world of stopped time. On our opinion, one of the 

fundamental basics of ethic and cultural identity of Kazakhs as an ethnic group is 

appearance of tengrianity in culture and art. That is why search and systematization 

of tengrianity as an open worldview is one of the main tasks of the given research. 

Signed-symbolical basis in tengrian image of the world is cosmic happenings 

and images of nature (sky, water, ground, images of animal world). In image of 

ancestor of any gene an animal protrude: wolf, tiger, deer, lamb, goat, raven, steppe 

eagle, etc. The most famous totems among Turks are wolf and swan (white goose – 

“kaz ak”). Images of totemic animals decorated guns and cloths of martials, tools, 
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ritual attributes and other objects of gene property. Later in some cases they form a 

peculiar thesaurus of special signs (tamga), motivated emergence and development of 

system of “use of tamgas”. Objects and happenings of nature become also pithy 

contain of gene signs (tamgas). Thus, in meanings of gene signs we can meet 

symbols of sky, endless steppe, four parts of the world, world tree, sacral mountain, 

images of mythological animals, and attributes of rituals. 

Tengrian symbolically-cosmogonic system reflects in sculpture of stone 

balbals, existing on the territory of Kazakhstan. Monuments not only reflect triform 

model of the Universe, created vertically, but also become spiritualized, as if they 

rethink surrounding reality. Even despite common typologial unity of balbals, there is 

no repeated “face”. 

Worshiping sky, water, and ground are known due to monuments of Turkic 

writing and mythology. Those significant categories in art possess several markers, 

and are idealized in folklore texts, rituals, images and other forms. For example, 

marker of the ground is its center.  

Image of the world of Kazakh ethnic group, tengrian in its essence, detects 

prevailing of cosmocentric, theocentric and ecocentric images of the world. As a rule, 

these images do not exist in isolated wholeness, but can be as defining, as 

complimentary. 

Image of nature in traditional culture reflects through genres of fine art and 

craft – through ornament, symbolic of clothes, color row of surrounding. Despite the 

fact that on different stages of its development, art of nomads created new artistic 

forms, it preserved existing canons in Kazakh folk ornamental and artistic motives.  

On basis of culturological priorities on relation to Space, the God, Nature and 

Society different types of images of the world may be presented as cosmocentric, 

theocentric, ecocentric, socioentric and anthropocentric [31, p. 53]. Cosmocentric 

image of the world represent ordered structure of the World, in which culturally 

important signs and symbols are created and exist according to canons of the 

Universe. As an example of symbolical presentation about space is art of Skyths-

saks, where “animal style” and its special signed system, expressing world perception 
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of saks was formed. Jewelry art acquired perfection, and jewelries, picturing images 

of different animals – deer, birds, lions, and leopards carry as decorative, as sacral 

meaning. One of the most signed and symbolical embodiment of such worldview is 

costume and headdress of Sak leader “Golden Man”, which itself embodies harmony 

of the Universe and separates Space from Chaos. Significant is as the whole costume, 

as its separate elements. “Signed” or semantic content of the costume and its 

elements exist in traditional Kazakh clothes, where it is perceived in universal 

categories “up-down”, “sacral-usual”, “fruitfulness-fruitlessness”, “male-female” [32, 

p.66]. Sak stone monuments except anthropomorphic function carry cosmogonic 

function, as during transmitting of human figure, three of its parts – head, body and 

legs – correspond to organization of world creation – sky, earth, underground. Such 

anthropomorphic understanding of the space is charactered for earlier epochs, as well 

as ancient Turkic time.  

 

Image 9. Golden man 
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In cosmogonic presentation form and building of kobyz and dombyra also 

model idea of triform model of the world [33, p. 61]. 

Thus, canon and unity of model of the Space reflected in traditional image of 

the world, its elements, and within explanation of semantic sense of signed objects of 

traditional art sacral relation to space and time – ordered Space, mythological 

perception, reflecting model of the world – is counted. 

Geocentric and ecocentric images of the world tightly interrelated; Nature 

becomes the main and perfect in them, and a human being is its compound. 

Performing as a symbol of divine space, Nature can be equalized to the God 

(pantheism) and divided with it (theism) [31, p. 61]. 

In ecocentric image of the world art is diversified in its expression, it performs 

in front of the human being as something endless, created from many happenings, 

which are necessary to acquire practically and spiritually… “Natural world, 

sensitively perceived, - one of the basis, on which national world attitude of nomad is 

grown” [34, p.63]. 

Objects and happenings of nature become also pithy contain of gene signs 

(tamgas). Thus, in meanings of gene signs of Kazakhs symbols of sky, endless 

steppe, four parts of the world, tree, sacral mountain, and images of mythical animals 

can be met. 

“Image of the world, in which the World is narrowed to the size of the Soiety, 

defines a change of links of a Human with the World, when the link with the Space, 

the God and the Nature are changed into social links, and the Thing, the Capital 

acquires the main value in World relation links” [31, p.64]. “The basis of formation 

of antropocentric image of the world was presentation about uniqueness of the 

Human being and subordination of the whole World to the world of the Human 

being, i.e. presentation about such structure of world creation, which main value and 

center is a human being” [31, p. 65]. 

Traditional art of Kazakhs formed during long period of time, and in whole as 

any other traditional culture it possesses communicative, magic, religious and 

informative functions, presenting special interest for the given research. 
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Communicative function comprises transmitting of information from human 

being to human being, from group to group, and from generation to generation. Link 

between the generations is implemented through “signed” system of rituals, 

traditions, gene succession, in which cultural objects, signs-symbols, images are fixed 

elements. Such cultural codes fixed link between a human being and society. 

Informative function gave to representative of traditional society ability to 

foresee aimed action, that is why attention of a human being and their art were 

dedicated to the closest objects, surrounding them, meaning of which must be 

uncovered. “researched”  by subjects were those, which life and existence of human 

being and their gene was dependent from. These were nature, animals, system of 

nutrition, space of existence, and forms of communication. 

Magic and religious function of art is showed, when a human being, wishing 

live in harmony with forces of nature, tries to hold them under control. Religious 

presentations and linked with them magical actions, were accompanied by images on 

different materials: stone, ceramics in type of signs or images, as well as rituals, in 

which different attributes were used, domestic scenes and scenes from hunt were 

replayed, etc. 
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CHAPTER 2. TRADITIONAL SIGNS AND SYMBOLS IN MODERN 

TYPES OF ART IN KAZAKHSTAN. 

 

With the acquisition of independence Kazakhstani fine art gained intensive 

impulse of development. Worldview conceptions, lying in the basis of compositional 

schemes of works of modern Kazakhstani artists, created in independent Kazakhstan, 

reflect situationally processes of revaluation of values, occurring in present time in 

Kazakhstani art. Thus, from one side further consolidation and development of 

European tendencies in art take place. They are presented by the widest range of 

stylistically preferences – from factually reproduction of the most famous flows in 

European painting of the XXth century till tries to work in different genres of 

contemporary art. The most fruitful direction is complicated synthesis of all 

tendencies, leaning on traditional ethnocultural codes, one of which is traditional 

system of signs and symbols, ascending to tengrianity. 

 

2.1. Turkic and Kazakh signs in modern visual art of Kazakhstan. 

 

In the given section in material of modern Kazakhstani art character of applied 

traditional common Turkic and Kazakh signs in modern Kazakhstani visual art is 

analyzed. Two directions of modern Kazakhstani art, using traditional signs and 

symbols, are considered. The first represents creativity of artists, working in 

traditions of classical European school of realistic art. The second is newely 

occurring in Kazakhstan actual art. Specifics of work with traditional signs and 

symbols among representatives of those two directions are not only different, but also 

deeply individual. However, the fact of dedication to traditional ways of creation of 

artistic image is very demonstrative. For example, in the basis of works of many 

Kazakhstani artists’ traditional “tengrian” artistic images, elements and objects of 

commonality, archetypes, ancient signs and symbols lie. 

New forms of modern art of Kazakhstan are demanded by national elite. 

Relationship to those works among Kazakhstani artistic community is different, but it 
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is obvious, that those works of artists in world are demanded. In Kazakhstan many 

untutored viewers of contemporary art are still perceived as something not serious, 

game of bohemians. In this sense emergence of theoretical works, dedicated to this 

thematic, published as in special literature, as in mass-media, inclusion of sections, 

presenting contemporary art, into study courses, as well as emergence of special 

expositional halls for exhibition of works of modern art let it be securely fastened in 

Kazakhstani fine art.  

In works, implemented in genres of actual art, non-functional beauty of 

organized space is highlighted. Using as basis of their creativity acquired material 

surrounding, artists create with its assistance intellectual space in way they see it. In 

works of those artists tendency for resolving of conflicts between existing quiet 

primitive spacial organization and acquiring in system of ethnocultural codes of 

special representatives are seen, lying on which it is possible to model features of 

new architecture. But it would be more productive to consider emergence of 

contemporary art in Kazakhstan not as one-sided process, but as emergence of two 

cultures of nomad and Western civilizations. This type of art emerged as an influence 

of Western directions on artistic process in Kazakstan, promoting reproduction and 

recycling or even changing of types of fine art and craft, which they were before, 

especially in period of existence of the Soviet Union. Thus emergence of 

contemporary art is linked with the period of acquisition of independence of 

Kazakhstan, when in front of artists the road and opportunity to express themselves 

opened as not ordinary, free-thinking personalities, expressed their talent in different 

genres and forms of expression. The end of 1980-ies – the beginning of the 1990-ies 

are significant as acquiring independence Kazakhstan enters into new historical stage 

of development and self-knowledge. As a construct of political power and artists, 

national myth becomes real, towards to which they take controversial positions. One 

continue to create artworks using oil paint, others try to find new means of 

expression. Wish to find exit out of the borders of easel painting led to search of 

themselves on the territory of actionism, environment, happening, and installation. 

Avangard groups occur: “Night tram” (1987), “Green triangle” (1987), “Art” (1989), 
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“Transavangard. Structural school” (1990); exhibitions occur “Crossroad” (1989), 

“Aluan-Aluan” (1989), “Quarter of artists” (1991); galleries occur “Oko”, “Myn oi”, 

“White gallery” (1992), “Ular” (1993), “Kokserek” (1994), “Iskander” (1995), “Asia 

art” (1998), “Look” (1999). For organization of links between artists of Kazakhstan 

and other countries in 1995 assosication “Most” occurs. Galleries of art were created: 

“Tengri-Umai” (1992) (Image 1), “Retro” (1992), “Ulasu-art” (1992), “Voyager” 

(1993), “Arc” (1997). From 1995 to 1999 Museum of art named after A. Kasteev 

conducted annual exhibitions “Parade of galleries”. 

In the end of the 1980-ies such tendency as “Underground” occurred. Artists 

quietly promoted “prohibited” ideas, organizing artistic exhibitions in their own 

apartments. Art of that period cannot be named fine, humanistic or national, as there 

is not concrete ideology in it. Artist starts to use different methods for creation of 

own “picture”, viewer sometimes sees the process of emergence of the picture. 

Culturologist Auezkhan Kodar notices: “Firstly it was weird that modern art is 

primarily denudation of methods, destruction of all covers and omissions, strict 

conceptualization, permitting any degree of freedom. At the same time modern art is 

some conditional space, created exactly for this concrete type of act, exactly for this 

situation. All other in modern art was natural (taken from life), but refusing this 

conditional moment, it could have been lost its status of art…” [35, p.15]. 

 

Image 10. Hall of gallery “Tengri-Umai” 
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Creative process in period of acquisition of independence of Kazakhstan and 

until modern time is defined by aspiration to get to know sources of ancient time and 

archetypes, “returning” to essential and primary sources and is expressed in 

conceptual works of artists in type of allegories, cosmogonic structures and 

archetypes of Turkic model of space.  

Conducted analysis shows that in modern artistic works, every sign of leading 

native artists possesses certain semantic levels and codes. In content of many modern 

artworks possibility of their interpretation is detected in unbreakable link with 

traditional image of the world of nomadic folk. During analysis of signed content in 

modern Kazakh artworks, as a certain structure, it becomes clear that this signed 

system is organically woven into common picture of traditional image of Kazakh 

world, special-temporary continuum and traditional worldview. High signed 

fulfillment of traditional and modern art permits to learn in more detailed way 

functions of signs and semiotic status of separate elements and forms of art. These 

elements and forms let in detail research archaic layers of spiritual culture of ethnos, 

archetypes and other universal symbols, charactered for many human communities. 

Significant part of elements and forms of expression of modern art possess semantic 

meaning, ascending to archaic times, during times of different beliefs and religions 

(totemism, shamanism, tengrianity, etc.). Historical ways of emergence, formation 

and social adaptation of traditional forms of art can be seen in detail in special 

literature that is why we do not distinguish them from circle of researched objects. 

Semantics of color (as a symbol of divine, religious, cosmic, supernatural, etc.), 

special objects (sky-ground-underground), signed content of rituals and traditions, 

and other compounds of modern art of Kazakhstan are rethinking of syncretic culture 

of the past.  

Words “performance”, “installation”, “happening” in artistic life of Kazakhstan 

started occurring from the middle of the 1990-ies. New “Western” types and genres 

of art started to be acquired and acutely sharply question of self-identification 

occurred. Traction to prehistoric archaic signs-archetypes started to appear: fire, 

ground, stones, human body, animal body, gesture and action. First tries to rethink 
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traditional presentations of Kazakhs by modern means of the most “advanced” type 

of fine art, such as actual art or contemporary art, started to occur. 

In present time traditional images, correlated with national image of the world, 

are steady fixed in Kazakhstani actual art. These images are certain markers, 

highlighting presence either elements of traditional culture, or compounds of 

traditional image of the world. 

In the section transformations of traditional signed system are considered, 

existing in works of Kazakhstani actual art, considered on examples of art of the 

brightest representatives of this new type of fine art. These are artists of the “Kyzyl 

tractor” group (Image 2), artist-actionist Rustam Khalfin, its coauthor is sculptor 

Georgy Tryakin-Bukharov, artists Galim Madanov, Almagul Melibayeva, Erbosyn 

Meldibekov, Said Atabekov, Kanat Ibraimov, A. and Z. Akmullaevs, sculptor Erkin 

Mergenov, etc. 

 

 

Image 11. Performance of “Kyzyl Tractor” group 
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Image 12. Artist-actionist Rustam Khalfin 

Modern actual art of Kazakhstan in genre contemporary art today possesses 

stable and institutionalized directions and types. Question, where from these breaths 

possess primary sources and reasons of emergence are still polemical: either they are 

from Western and American emergence, or they possess roots of nomad folks’ 

culture. Both influence emergence of new forms in fine art today in Kazakhstan. 

We know that all achievements in material and spiritual culture of ancient 

nomads lied into basis of formation of traditional Kazakh folk culture. Objects of 

everyday life, dwelling, architectural forms, products of decorative art and craft 

possessed not only utilitarian meaning, but also reflected attitude of a folk towards 

surrounding world, society, themselves. Other doers by means of their art tried to 

combine social-historical information, way of life, worldview, moral rules and 

esthetic ideals for transmitting to further generation. Thus, art of nomadicy and 

traditional Kazakh art is deep in ideal and conceptual way. Struggle with nature and 

trust to it, enjoyment of its wholeness, and naturalism –in interweaving of these main 

tendencies Kazakh art developed. However, names of the new types, occurred on 

creative arena of Kazakhstan, in the beginning of the 1990-ies, today are pronounced 

in a foreign way – performance, installation, happening, environment, videoart, etc. 

therefore, causing some inconveniences in understanding of the definitions. Modern 

art, demonstrated in new forms, is named “contemporary art”. But modern art can be 
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expressed in different ways, and how we already noticed, recurs to traditional forms 

of expression and forms that have no relation to it. Thus, “contemporary art” term 

usually call actual and conceptual art. Today among specialists there is an agreement 

that contemporary art concludes all forms of modern art, in bases of which lied 

conceptuality and modern forms of exhibition. Contemporary art reflects wide specter 

of problems, exciting people, as in social spheres, as in political, in questions of 

returning to traditional worldview, mythological and symbolical treatment in creative 

search, and many more. 

All of these types are expressed in clear traditional forms of art; some of them 

are connected with achievements in sphere of new technologies, for example, 

photography, video, computer graphics (media-art), etc. 

Volume semantic composition is an installation, formed as a rule from 

elements or objects of environment. These could be usual and trivial things, in 

compound losing their primary utilitarian aims, and acquiring another meaning, 

carrying other type of information. Certainly, these conceptual objects exist for 

“cranking” or even uncovering content. Basis for creation of form in modern actual 

art, today, are often expressed in creative organization of space – environment, which 

possesses conceptual and symbolical content. Such organization of certain 

expositional space possesses aim to create artistic environment for perception by 

audience considering conception, which artists put into. Into this word definition of 

visual perception is put into, which presupposes certain systematization of regularity 

of this process. Limited space, in which all forms are not isolated one from another, 

but are in interrelation – correlation of sizes, attraction, tension create certain 

conditions of movement, created by an artist as imaginary structural space, in which 

functional and semantic aims are correlated and found their place. These forms are in 

continuous interrelation, and there are correlation of their sizes, composition, facture, 

light and many other factors, which as a rule create stability and mastering of this 

conceptual space in our perception. In correlation of space and masses, authors of 

special objects input “subjective” metaphors, mysterious link of myth and history, 

subjects, carrying and transmitting information and associative links, and all of this is 
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aimed at mastering and perception not only concrete images, but also common sense 

of input conception. From similarities, lying on the surface, we go to those, who 

hided inside, called by C. Jung as “collective unconscious”. 

Creation of environment as a certainly highlighted place – restraint of internal 

place or opened, but clearly bordered square – creates a problem of interaction with 

surrounding. Thus peculiarity and aim of such creative space is collective creativity 

of audience and an artist. Audience is covered by special composition, created by an 

artist – synthetic surrounding, where certain program is input. Subjects, which 

surround us in everyday life and possess function firstly of utilitarian aim, now 

acquire special sense, as a rule, adapting to decoding and gradual uncovering of 

content of the work. 

For creation of environments artists recur to different methods and ways of 

expression, difference of materials and factures. At the same time the main task in 

compositional decree remains to create a holistic image, in which all elements are 

submitted by united sense. 

Despite the fact that modern art sometimes experiences harsh critics – it is 

accused for being “non-materialistic”, and some of its representatives are exposed to 

fatal split between ideas and concrete implementation, like abstractionists, actual 

modern art reacts at life realias and always searches for more adequate ways of 

expression. Individuality of creative works deeps into and becomes more complicated 

at the expense of its correlation with environment.  

Artist, as real creative personality, during all way of development of history of 

art, always searched for exits out of the borders of existed principles and canons of 

images, thus improving itself and uncovering its internal world in front of others. 

Videoart in art represents exit out of borders of artistic abilities of classical 

cinematograph. It presupposes usage of different computer methods of recycling of 

video materials, ascending as to cinematograph, as to painting. 

Happening – in contrast from possessing more or less strict structure of 

performance – more spontaneous view, calculation on the reaction and participation 
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of viewers in theater play, scene, organized by artists. Allegorical images and 

symbols are used.   

 

2.2. Signs and symbols in context of modern visual arts of 1980-1990.  

 

The end of the 1980-ies is time in fine art of Kazakhstan, when broadening of 

diapason of thematic of artworks is observed: from picturing omens of the visual 

world, nevertheless pointing senses, hided by cover of things and subconsciously, 

models of religious, traditional worldview, until languages of archaic signs, presented 

in forms and tendencies of avant-garde art. 

In their painting works during the period such artists appealed to tengrian 

images: B. Bapishev, B. Abishev, A. Sydykhanov, G. Madanov, K. Khairullin, A. 

Igembaev, etc. Images of Turkic goddess Umai and stone balbals are stolid guardians 

of eternal quietness of nomads, natural elements and archetypes: water, fire, clay, 

stones, tree of life, Kazakh gene sign (tamga), symbolizes divine gift, energy of life, 

prayer to the God, which saves human being from dissonance with the world and 

themselves. It is the main thematic of artworks of the given period.  

Of course, this does not mean that all artists experienced this turn to mythical 

images and religious models of the world. Some of them found values “closer”, 

transmitting peculiar personal world. These self-portraits, portraits of children, 

women, dearest and nearest, wherein artists tend to achieve resemblance not only 

with physical image of portrayed person, but also with internal “self” of a person. 

Creative way of Bakhyt Bapishev, famous Kazakhstani painter, in unique way 

reflets state of social conscious of citizens of Kazakhstan in period of “scrapped 

ages” – from the end of the 1980-ies to present time. By their works he feels change 

of not simple reality and creates peculiar portrait of the time – Kazakhstani “today”. 

Thus, at the end of epoch of stagnation B. Bapishev created triptych, which 

metaphorically imagined destructive duality of soviet mentality – combination of 

showy optimism and hopeless poverty of the folk. In two painting compositions 

children are painted. On the first they joyfully play in fountain on new square of 
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Almaty – miracle of past time of Kazakhstani architecture. The second one portrays 

interior of orphanage – dull and poorly lit corridor, where children are shown as pale 

silhouettes.  

This diptych in Kazakhstani fine art was one of the first tries to rethink 

critically soviet reality on the last stage of its existence. It also elaborated ecological 

topic. Series of weird apocalyptic landscapes with dried trees looked like skeletons of 

unknown animals, became its result. Then there were tries to present national 

originality of Kazakh painting without usual soviet academism. The artist went to 

formal search – refused transmit light and air perspective, started to work with 

decorative surface. The result of this work was plane compositions with silhouettes of 

mountains and stones.  

Developing this topic, the artist started to return to archaism, deepen to the 

world of simple strong passions, trying to wake genetic memory and senses of his 

nomadic ancestors. As a result of such tries, pictures with piles of stones of different 

configurations occurred – works, presented Kazakhstan as a country with history, 

ascending to past millennia and fulfilled with grandiose events. During that period 

Bakhyt Bapishev stood at the same row with the most famous Kazakhstani artists. 

Then there followed search again – he actively tried himself in actual art. 

At the end of the 2000-ies the artist returned to painting again, especially to 

landscape imaging. These compositions of B. Bapishev only seem as simple returning 

from decorative compositions to naturalistic image. This impression is faulty. 

Observing these landscapes, viewer may think that there is conscientious 

reproduction of reality in front of him. But in reality it is obvious that Bapishev is not 

naturalist at all, and in any sense it is something like realistic painting – this is a 

continuation of his formal search, and not real image of nature. This is a result of 

thoughts, and not deepens into nature within unconditional preserving in painting 

resemblance with the world of real objects. 

Within simplicity of his compositions painting works of B. Bapishev are 

symbolical and conceptual. Works named “Symbol of fruitfulness” (1987) is 

significant. Image of a lamb in steppe is peculiar archetypical symbol, and image in 
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whole is pathetic expression towards native steppe and mountains as to his “home”. 

Symbolic of image of obese lamb is linked with nomadic way of life, cattle breeding, 

which became basic, defining socio-domestic carcass of Kazakh society. Visually 

compositional organization of elements in the given work is ruined, central figure 

takes practically all the field of the picture, that is why middle plan is missing, and 

there is a hill on the background. But within this “wrong” (considering academic 

painting) organization of elements of the picture, “sacral” significance of the main 

element – symbol of fruitfulness – intensifies (image 3). 

In two pictures under the common name “Myocardial infarction” (both - 1987) 

artist B. Bapishev “brings to life” and at the same time “modernizies” one of the most 

important and ancient symbols of Turks – memorial sculptures – balbals. In these two 

compositions there are signs of Turkic world: stone figures – nomads man and 

woman, a carpet on the background is a sign of native borderless steppe, a bird is 

merged souls of balbals, ready to levitate to blue sky to the father of all existed – the 

great Tengri. These compositions are symbols of returning to national origins in new 

cultural paradigm. They reflect aspiration of part of Kazakh intelligentsia to be 

modern and stay Kazakhs at the same time. 

 

Image 13. B. Bapishev “Symbol of fruitfulness” (1987) 

Tengrian image of the goddess in picture “Umai” (1988) is presented as real 

woman in kimeshek – as personified sign of the earth spirit. According to Turkic 
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legend, Umai goddess lives in heavenly zone, protecting Turkic folk, which worships 

and honours. Umai in picture of the artist is empowered by earth, mother qualities, as 

a heavenly goddess it supports life energy, spiritual power that is why in image of 

mother there is a divine beginning. In Orkhon memorials the following inscription 

can be met: … “to her Majesty, my mother-katun, Umai like…” [29, p.86]. Symbolic 

is not only an image of the goddess, but also its special environment. Fulfillment of 

background with natural objects: trees, grass, steppe, mountain – and conditionally 

divides picture into three parts. Tree and mountain falls into the upper part. 

Symbolical meaning of the world tree and sacral mountain is known in many modern 

culturological and ethnographical sources. Middle part is a red stripe of the steppe. 

Red color is color of blood, symbol of life, energy, love, and birth. Red color as a 

symbol of love and birth reoccurs in life flowers and in hands of Umai. The lower 

part is dark, where the grass sprouts, is a soft “mat” for the main central figure of the 

“goddess”. Thus, in accordance with Turkic worldview in the picture is conveyed by 

vertical triform organization of the world, subservient by the goddess (image 4). 

 

Image 14. B. Bapishev “Umai” (1988) 

The same division is presented on works “Sky, mountains and the bird” (1986) 

and “Four prophets” (1987). 
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Spirits (aruachs) are white, covered in a cocoon, with or without faces, living 

on the earth and in conscious of people, being mystical or mythical images of 

religious worldview of Turkics of the steppe. These images are reflected by the artist 

in pictures “Four prophets” (1987), “Seven female werewolves” (1989), “Going to 

nowhere” (1992), etc.  

The artist departs from real object of culture and descends to pagan times, 

where tengrian images of gods, spirits (aruarkhs) and animated objects of nature: 

stones, grass, mountains, trees and water – found their place.  

Animated presentations of ancient people reflected in pictures “Monument” 

(1984), “Fortress” (1985), “Natural monument” (1987), “Monument to nature” 

(1987), “Fame to the God” (2001), etc. 

Stone becomes almost the main element of his works. Besides not just a stone, 

but animated stone in one works transform into “sacral” world mountain, in others – 

mysterious, “supernatural” spirits. Under rich and complicated facture of stones, 

separate elements: background, sky and ground are taken in local, symbolical color. 

Thus, the Nature and the Culture in his works possess strong power and first for 

renewal, being leitmotif of pictures.  

Other famous artist Kazakhstani artist Abdrashit Aronovich Sydykhanov 

started his creative way in mid-1960-ies and created series of works, bringing fame of 

“young talented painter”. All of them represented “lyrical” difference of “strict” style 

of 1960-ies. These are figured compositions with background, tending to the surface. 

In parallel with search of possibilities of painting style in easel picture, A. 

Sydykhanov worked during 25 years by production designer at film studio 

“Kazakhfilm”. During that period he created more than a thousand sketches to films, 

for which the artist was awarded the State prize (1986). Period of the highest 

blossoming in creative work of A. Sydykhanov by many critics is defined as 1980-

ies. During that time, having changed the manner of his painting style, the artist 

created widely known works, based on genial Kazakh signs. During that period he 

fell under the spell of Kazakh genial symbolic: subjects of Eastern parables, Turkic 

history, and tamga (tanba) as a visual code. 
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In those works A. Sydykhanov created his own and new “signed” assemble, 

going deep into historical material, finds new senses in signs of Kazakh genes – 

tamgalar. The artist created playing field of associations, using in his works as 

graphic language tanba (tamba) (“Adai” symbol” (image 5), “Tanba Korkyt-Ata”, 

“Zher besik”), as figurative elements, symbols of Turkic folks and personages of 

Eastern parables. A. Sydykhanov through these genial signs seeks to implement idea 

of distant myth and approve in conscious of medias of culture of those or other 

elements of traditional culture, which possess high semiotic status and stable 

axiological meaning. Signs-tamgas becomes in argumentation of A. Sydykhanov 

possess self-valued meaning and organically enter into modern time.  

Such works as “Bogatur” sign” (1989), “Healing” (1989), “Milking the red 

female camel” (1988) and other carry conditional-realistic picture of new images, 

description of character features, lamination of details and facture. Within all 

mythologism of images, reality remains subject of his works or just realias existed 

and unchanged during time. 

 

 

Image 15 . A. Sydykhanov “Adai” symbol 
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2.3. Signs and symbols in context of modern visual arts of 1990-2010. 

 

In 2000-ies in parallel with works on artistic analysis and painting meditation 

of genial signs of Kazakhs A. Sydykhanov creates painting composition with 

prevailing of white color. Having entered into his famous “white period”, 

Sydykhanov is still faithful to until modern time. The absolute dream is to create a 

picture only in white colors. It is difficult to convey light and shadows using the same 

color. But works of Sydykhanov become more and more in facture: convex light-

colored brushstrokes, like threads, from which Eastern carpet is weaved, full of 

symbols. It is presented by compositions “Girlish breasts” mountain”, “Pure love”, 

“Pleasure”. They demonstrate mastery of the artist during work with white color. 

Create artistic work in monochrome style is extremely difficult. Another work’s 

name “White Amazon in white steppe” recalls in memory phrase “It is hard to find a 

black cat in a dark room, especially when the cat is not inside”. Only steppe and 

figure of the horsewoman clearly appear on the canvas due to the mastery of 

Sydykhanov. As so called “white style” is significant milestone in his creative work, 

to which he dedicated a decade. 

Abdrashit Sdykhanov, great and talented painter, managed to express his world 

perception and transform his ideas and perception to life and to himself in white 

color. “Keeper of mounds” is a blue she-wolf, ascending over the steppe, not only in 

colors, but also put on a path by black and golden fragments of cigarettes. On another 

canvas interior of yurt, picturing floor and ceiling on the same surface is pictured.  

The artist got involved into Eastern philosophy, where spontaneity of art acts 

as the main postulate. I.e. lived through by the artist emotional state could be 

expresses very fast and sincerely. The artist in that case is like a child, who is always 

ingenuous. He is not afraid to seem naïve or primitive. In his compositions of last 

period the artist create extremely approximate to simplicity of sign images. It is not a 

simple task: the artist researches magic of color, which does not exist, as white is an 

absence of any color. But by play of shades the artist pulls out exciting images. 
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“White style” and works in bright fresh colors, unexpected applications and chakras 

divergent in circles, this is how Abdrashit Sydykhanov is presented in his works. 

Complicated three-zhuzed structure of Kazakh folk by means of artistic signs-

tamgas is presented in work “Genial tamgas of three zhuzes” of Pavlodar artist Anuar 

Igembayev (image 6). On the canvas he shows almost all genial signs-tamgas of 

Kazakh genes in symbolical interpretation. Signed and compositional order of the 

given work is complicated and interesting, firstly by the fact that it transmits value of 

significance of history and genealogy of Kazakh folk. Important elements of rituals, 

musical attributes of baksy, dwelling, guns, rock signs and ornament – all of them are 

reflected like in kaleidoscope of colored scenic shards. These shards of time in 

mixture gain timeless meaning. In parables of shezhire genealogy of Kazakhs takes 

its origin from legendary ancestor, patriarch. As a rule, he was a brave and strong 

warrior, leader of the whole gene or even the whole folk. Maybe that is why there is 

Sac leader in the center of the picture. Next to the “Golden leader” Kazakh man in 

national costume is pictured, symbolizing the end of chain of time in traditional 

picture of the world. White bird also possesses signed meaning. Bird as an 

ambassador of the higher world symbolizes freedom, link between times, 

independence, aspiration to achieve the aim, rapidity of spiritual processes and flight 

of thought. In the picture it serves as a uniting chain between the past and the present, 

ancestors and their descendants, who despite history, time or space, consider freedom 

as the main value of life. 

Picturesque compositions of Kazakhstani artist Galim Madanov symbolically 

represent vanishing of previous world, subsequent chaos and emergence of the new 

world. Such symbolic simply correlates with history of Kazakhstan of past 10-15 

years. New Universe, as new image of the world in painting of G. Madanov gains its 

special fulfillment. The basis motif of his works is basis of the world – something 

existing in the space in stable state and being a basis for creating the new world. 

Compositionally this motif is presented as equilibrium of hard compounds in radiant 

environment [36]. 
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Image 16. Anuar Igembayev “Genial tamgas of three zhuzes” 

Artworks of G. Madanov with conditional names “Black series” and “White 

series” represent experimental cycle of pictures, performed with application of black 

and white colors respectively. In symbolical plan they represent reflection of difficult 

spiritual search of the end of the 1980-ies – the beginning of the 1990-ies, wish to 

start working from the beginning. Compositionally artworks represent combinations 

of different painting factures of the same color. In formal relation these works are 

close to painting experiments of A. Rodchenko of the beginning of the 1920-ies. 

Artworks of the great steppe of the big series “Trails of the sky” present signs 

of proto-elements of nature in system of ancient mythology, and firstly, Turkic one. 

R. Ergalieva notices that in these works of the artist we can see treatment of the 

divine essence of the Earth and the Sky, motives of cult of mountains and sacral Tree 

of life. Transmitting of cosmogonism of world perception becomes the leading 

theme, existing in the archaic thinking as features of harmonic existence of human 

being in nature [36, p.103]. Variation of this topic theme is demonstration of “the 

beginning of all beginnings” – feeling of primary novelty of the world, birth of all 

proto-senses, proto-definitions, transmitting of character of perception of “middle 

space” as endless renaissance and returning of life. 

In creative work of G. Madanov of the end 1990-ies – beginning of the 2000-

ies materiality and subjectivity of the world carries secondary, dependent from 
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vibration of spirit factor. Things and objects lose their outlines, laws of spirit become 

to rule in his artworks, changing structure and system of usual painting organization. 

In this context dynamics of the birth and becoming of spirit and derivative from it 

material in all of its multiple variations is the most important motif for Galim 

Madanov. The leading motif of his art is continuous returning to stream of 

associations, images, symbols and signs to proto-source, filling it with energy of 

nature. 

From direct associative links with Turkic mythology, from traditional 

presentations about structure of the world, its genesis; it turns to understanding of 

more universal definitions. Understanding by G. Madanov of archaism as novelty and 

freshness of perception of life, is realized in surface compositions, ascending to 

suprematism. 

System of artworks of G. Madanov on deepness of input senses possesses 

space and freedom of expression and is directly linked with traditional world 

perception. Creativity of Galim Madanov is a try to divide the Universe into 

compounds, and then synthesize again, creating its common image. In artworks of the 

artist there are complicated signed systems. Not only graphic symbols, but also 

expressive facture of different materials (sand, plastic mass, papier-mâché) play role 

of signs. 

Philosophical acquisition of the world becomes important internal kernel of 

artworks of the artist. He makes viewers think about what occurs on the other part of 

everyday space and time. As R. Ergalieva notices: “Such properties of traditional 

conscious as precise structural system of the world, need to self-uncovering through 

the Universum, rethinking of life as continuously renewed, not finished, flowing 

process, compose the essence of artworks of G. Madanov” [36, p. 101]. 

Picturesque artworks of G. Madanov fully and adequately reflect tries of 

transformation and interpretation of traditional image of the world in modern 

Kazakhstani fine art. Artist is in search of special signed language, able to transmit 

semiotic image of the Universe. With assistance of this language he creates 

compositions, possessing strict structure, where signed dynamics of colored forms, 
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cultural and psychological “monades” exist. One of such works is called 

“Archetypes” (1992) (Image 7). 

The artists rethink direction, linked with worldview complex of nomadic 

culture. He is concerned about topics of world-organization, processes of birth and 

emergence of archetypical images, and becoming of new forms. Thus, artworks are 

fulfilled with symbolical images, proto-elements, signs of elements and schematically 

figures of people, i.e. dissolving in field of existence. 

 

Image 17. G. Madanov “Archetypes” (1992) 

Thus, modern conceptual art of Kazakhstan is a peculiar synthesis of two 

phenomena – European and national, being premises for emergence of Kazakhstani 

artistic model of contemporary art. Attitude towards new art from the very beginning 

was not univocal. Viewers appeared to be in the most difficult situation, as they got 

used to observe creative works on painting canvas or in classical sculptures. As 

presented modern artworks do not match usual presentations about fine art, being 

portraits, character of which is defined by occurring social processes. This is not 
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usual for simple viewers, shocking, but fulfilled with sense and signedness spectacle. 

Viewer has to change to a new wave, i.e. perceive this art in another coordinates. But 

due to new directions in modern art, traditions, religious presentations and world 

perception, basis of which tengrianity is, are still vivid and preserved in modern 

world. 

Art of Kazakhstan and other Central Asian countries, such as Kyrgystan, 

Uzbekistan, today is oriented on West and East, but more and more growing interest 

towards their heritage. Facet between these two orienteers is quiet vague, however, 

for purpose or without it, theme of traditional culture always exited and attracted 

artists, despite periodic changes of ideological settings in the country. Conditionally 

labeling or highlighting this invisible facet, we notice it as the most important modern 

aspect of governmental-ideological archetypes. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Historical and art critical analysis of signed-symbolical system in natural art of 

Kazakhstan on material of traditional and modern types of art permitted us to 

conclude the following: 

- Creation and development of traditional art occurred within 

mythological and religious cultures, acquisition of the world in context of traditional 

culture was implemented by means of signs and symbols; 

- Semantics of the following signs was detected: 

a) Rock geometrical signs-symbols (circle, cross, square, triangle, waved 

lines, etc.), which implement universal understandings and significant categories in 

developing art and culture of Kazakhstan; 

b) Ornaments, including Turkic and Kazakh universal signs of geometrical, 

cosmogonic and herbal occurrence; 

- Signed-symbolical system, formed in traditional culture, presupposed 

peculiarities of development of Kazakh fine art in post-soviet period; 

- Tengrian picture of the world widely presented as in fine art and plastic 

art of Kazakhstan, as in other types of visual arts (e.g. contemporary art); 

- Reconstruction of mechanism of translation of culturally-important 

information occurs in art of Kazakhstani artists not in clearly citation view, but by 

symbolical replay. As material the following is used: reconstruction in performances 

of folklore rituals and customs, images on pictures of Tengrian gods, sculptures and 

folk holidays, signed and ornamental symbols of natural elements, native borderless 

space of steppe and mountains, image of sacral graves, prayer carpets, musical 

instruments, attributes of cloths and dress of baksy; 

- Visual arts of Kazakhstan today, being synthesis of two cultures – global 

and national, are interesting for the world by their national compound. This 

compound retranslates ethnocultural codes of Kazakh culture, where worldview, 

religious, moral, and behavior presentations are transmitted. National “archetypes” 
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are reflected as in traditional forms – ornament, craft, as in modern visual art of 

Kazakhstan – painting, performance, videoart; 

- Symbols of traditional culture, which usually on the level of conscious 

are retranslated by modern artists, express their attitude towards archetypical basis of 

being. Transmitted from century to century signs and symbols permit modern Kazakh 

culture preserve their originality, non-changeability and philosophical attitude 

towards lives of ancestors.  

Mechanism of preserving of “cultural” text is the most important condition of 

preserving traditional worldview; sign must bring input content and transmit it to 

those, who it was dedicated to initially.  

From the beginning of human history by the most important signs-symbols 

human being tried to order and understand essence of human existence in the 

unsearched Universe. Many fundamental ideas and their signs-symbols directly 

correspond as in archaic communities, as in developed civilizations of different 

countries, including Kazakhstan. 

Such signs-symbols include simple geometrical figures – circle, triangle, 

square, cross, rhomb, rectangular, straight and waved lies, which are those universal 

signs-symbols, meaning of which as obvious, as important for full understanding of 

ways of development of art and culture in whole. Preserving their graphic and 

psychological power, those signs-symbols developed in wide diapason of artistic 

areas of art – fine art, musical, literature, theater, etc. According to form simple 

images, imitating for of an object or a creature, which they are linked with these 

geometrical signs-symbols could mean other important and complicated on meaning 

symbols. For example, circle may possess meaning of solar sign – the Sun, the Moon 

or mean borderless steppe, which has no beginning and no end. Using a circle, its 

symbolical meaning and functions could be applied for measuring time, space, 

astrology, cyclical movements and change of seasons, as well as entering into basis of 

ritual actions and customs. 

Signs and symbols are one of the most stable elements of culture and art of 

Kazakhs. Customs, cloths and other forms of imperial culture change, but symbols 
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are preserved by millennia, transforming slightly, sometimes even having no change. 

Under conditions of massive stability of everyday way of life during time before 

organization of civilization, these motives were traditionally transmitted and carefully 

replayed from generation to generation. Even under cult-ideological changes ancient 

symbols expressed remarkable stability. Signs and symbols are important compounds 

of mentality of Kazakh folk. In mixture signs and symbols made system, in which in 

unchanged way hierarchy of divine and natural worlds lived, human being is a 

mediator between them. Link between generations is implemented through “signed” 

system of customs, rituals, traditions, gene succession, in which cultural objects, 

signs-symbols and images are fixating element.   

Traditional art of Kazakhs originates in petroglyphs, runes and ornaments. In 

graphics of rock images semantic essence of signs were formed, functioning of which 

primarily played role of one of ways of communication and fixation of information, 

even before emergence of writing. On the earlier stage gene signs ordered 

presentations about surrounding world, regulated social and psychic processes, served 

as universal mean of struggle with “chaos”.  

Important element of culture and visual arts of Kazakhstan is tengrianity. 

Image of the world of Kazakhs, basing on tengrianity, is syncretic. Its wholeness is 

concluded in multifunctionality, real world and objective reality are idealized, 

sacralized and honored. Ancient Turks honored the sky, water and ground. These 

important elements of image of the world in traditional art possess several markers. 

Thus, a marker of the ground is its center. Cosmic structure is approved by 

application of objects, correlated with center of the world or world axe. Such center is 

World Tree or World Mountain, hitching post – all, what connects the worlds. 

Tengrian image of the world is widely represented as in fine and plastic art of 

Kazakhstan, as in such modern types, as contemporary art. 

Modern Kazakhstani art, applying traditional signs and symbols, possess two 

basic directions. The first one represents creative work of artists, working in 

traditional forms of art – painting, graphics, sculpture, etc. The second newly 

occurred in Kazakhstan contemporary art. Material of works of many artists of 
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Kazakhstan are ethnosigned, “tengrian” elements of rituals, elements of natural 

elements, native borderless space of steppe, carpets for prayers, musical instruments 

and other attributes of baksy. 

Visual arts of Kazakhstan today, being synthesis of two cultures – traditional 

and innovative, more interesting to the world by their national compound. This 

compound retranslates ethnocultural codes of Kazakh culture, in which worldview, 

religious, moral and behavior presentations of the folk are transmitted. National 

“archetypes” are reflected in traditional forms – ornament, applied art and modern 

types of art. Among elements and forms of modern art of Kazakhstan, possessing 

high semiotic status, is archetype, mostly reflecting link with traditional worldview of 

Kazakhs. Symbolically loaded works express relation of modern artist to archetypical 

basis of being. Transmitting from century to century in type of signs and symbols, 

Kazakh culture preserved their originality and today often on subconscious level and 

retranslated by artists.  
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Image 6. Yurt inside. 
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Image 9. Golden man. 

 

Image 10. Hall of gallery “Tengri-Umai”. 
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Image 11. Performance of “Kyzyl Tractor” group. 

 

Image 12. Artist-actionist Rustam Khalfin. 

 

Image 13. B. Bapishev “Symbol of fruitfulness” (1987). 
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